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This thesis is an investigation of the issue of youtli and crime and the crration and 

continuance of a moral panic. It is a content analysis (both quantitative and qualitative) of four 

Ontario newspapen wherein youth crime related articles were collected (N = 71 5) and the 

impact of newspaper reporting on society's view of youth esamined. Divided into three main 

parts the key newspaper components examined were: Variables to Describe Media Presentation 

of Article. Variables to Describe Article. and the Overall ldeological Presentat ion and Moral 

Panic. In addressing the presentation of the sampled anicles five themes (Youth Crime and 

Morality Play, Decontextualization of Crime. Exception as Rule. Invocation of Experts. and 

Victimization as Discursive Mechanism) and four ideologies (crime control. justice, wel €are. and 

community change) are exarnined. The results of this study are consistent with predictions that 

the presentation of, and the themes and ideoiogies presented in, the articles have a large impact 

on the perception its readers have about youth and youth crime. It was shown that despite 

relatively balanced newspaper reporting, the negative anicles seem to be more prominent and 

overpowering than the positive ones and it is this sensationalized presentation of youth crime 

as random, violent and ever-increasing that leave readers with the notion that al1 youth are 

committing violent. randorn criminal activities and that the number of suc11 incidents is 

increasing in epidemic proportions. tt is the sensationalized news reporting of negative youth 

rclated articles tliat creates a fear of  youth by the pub1 ic. and ultimately a moral panic. 
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sreps are corning closer. Thousands of thorrghts floiv rhrough my head 
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/lorise ivirh Iighfs on and prefend if's my oivn?" "Shotrld I simplv stnrr ro 
rzcui;?'i.. [ walk fasrer, constantly aivare of (he fiotsteps foifo wing me. I 
become paralyseci wirh fear. What can I do? I'm only cr fetv niinztres~om 
tiorne, yer the footsreps seem to be right on my heels. Istar[ fo nrn. I hem ci 

jwrng voice c d  for me: "Erczrse me miss ... " ... Ipny no arrention tu rlte cnli 
bur confinire my dash for home. Again I hear: 'ibliss? Waii!" ... There isrl 'r 
crnother sorti arormd. I'm afi-nid to stop. I keep rrtnning. My heari is 
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Stzcdenr 86-20 7Socid Dei-imxe 
CVinter 1997 
Used with pemissiorï 
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STATEMENT OF PROBLEM: 

This thesis will analyze the distinction between fear of crime and actucil crime m e s  

and its relationship Io evidence of a moral panic vis a vis youthful crime. Ninr out of ten 

Canadians reported that they believed youth crime was on the increase (Roberts. 1994). -4 

1993 po11 reported that sixty-four percent of Canadians felt that the "behaviour" of Young 

- people had "become woae" compared to a similar poll in 1990 which reported only fony- 

seven percent of Canadians indicating such an opinion on the General Social sun-sy. 

Perhaps, more alanning, one in three Canadians believes that the rate of violence in Canada 

is the same as, or worse than. that of the United States (Abraham. 1993). Al1 of thrse 

perceptions andor beliefs combine to create what Stanley Cohen ( 1980) termed a i~ror-ul 

panic. "Used by politicians to orchestrate consent, by business to promote sales in certain 

niche markets, and by media to make home and social affairs newsworthy. moral panics are 

constructed daily" (McRobbie and Thomton, l995:56O). 

Typically defined as, 

a condition, episode, person or group of penons (that become) defined as a 
threat to societal values or interests; its nature is presented in stylized and 
stereotypical fashion by the mass media (Cohen, 1980:9), 

It will be argued that the aileged behavior of today's youth is the "source" of a moral panic. 

In general, youth are seen as troubled and troubling with the perception that incidents of 

crime comrnitted by such individ\ials are increasing, becoming more random, and more 

violent in nature. The problem surrounding youth crime as a moral panic is the fact that 

empiricril and statistical evidence on the youth crime rate to date shows tliat youtli crime 

generally is not increasing, and although violent crime may be increasing it  lias not reachcd 
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a IcveI that should alami us (Doob et al., 1995). WC must ask ourselves. Why. drspite 

ernpirical evidence to the contrary do such negative perceptions and fears of youths and 

youth crime exist? People tend to compare the present generation of youth with a GoLien 

,+y (Pearson, 1983). a time when they themselves were young and yo1trh.s had respect for 

their eldersand society as a whole, and did not spend al1 their time hanging out on Street 

cornes and/or at malls causing trouble. Histoiy shows that the concem of adidr society over 

youth and their "unruly" and "deviant" behaviour has existed for many generations. therefore. 

why is it presented. and thus perceived, as û new phenomenon. epidemic in nature? 

The penenl attitude held by society toward youth is that of feu. This general attitude 

of fear is related to, and a consequence of, the media in that the media tend to portray youth. 

and more specifically youth crime. as oui ojcontrol (Sec ilppendix C. Figtrre 1.1,~ on the 

iilcrease. and generally somethhgio 6eficrrerlfDeparrineilr ofJzisfice. 1995). Cpon a 

cursory examination of youth related articles in the newspaper. it is evident that both positive 

and negative portrayals of y&g people are presented. The question to be addrcssed is: why 

is it that, despite the positive portrayds, the general overtone and perception of youth is 

negative? Assuming relatively equal news reporting, that is, approximately the sarne amount 

of positive and negative youth related articles reported. why do only the negative ponrayrils 

seem to get both the readers' and societyts attention. Although there are many reasons ivhy 

the positive articles do not balance out the negative ones, the media are the main creators and 

contributors to the moral panic that exist around youth of today. The media tend to reinforce 

the rnyths tliat exist surrounding youth crime and in doing so ensure the continuance of a 

moral panic. Tlirough media presentation and misinformation the public believes there is 



youth crime epidemic. It is not simply the 

in newspapers but nther the way that they 

4 - 

nuniber oryotifli crime rehed  articlcs prcscii~rd 

are presented that allows for already establislied 

myths to be reinforced, and perhaps even strengthened. Further, potentially more darnaging 

new myths may be created by such a perpetuation of a "moral panic." The presentatioti of 

youth crime as random, violent and ever-increasing leads to sensational reporting of ncgative 

youth related articles, even if outnumbered by positive articles, leaves readers with the notion 

that al1 youth are committing violent, random criminal activities and that the number of such 

incidents is increasing in epidemic proportions. 

The purpose of this thesis is to demonstrate this portrayai of youth to be the case in 

the media and to analyse the implications of such negative portrayals in the promotion of the 

public's fear of al1 youth and young offenders in particular. In doing so 1 will attempt to raise 

awareness as to why, despite statistics and academic research which prove such not to be the 

case. society, in general, fears youth. 

I 

I t  will be argued that economics, political and personal ideologies al1 influence the 

media and its reporting, however, despite relatively equal news reporting (i.e. the number of 

positive versus negative articles), the negative images of youth seern to be more prominrnt 

and overpowering than the positive ones (See Figure 1.7). 



FIGURE 1 . 2 -  Tlie Ci-cation aiid Coritiiiuaiice oi'a Moral I'anic 1 

/ A bïci~k in thc 
1 ~ * d i ~ h s h i ~ ~  
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The relationship from the media. to ncgativc images ofyouth. to a nionl panic is cvident. 

One would expect that the media's ponrayal of positive images of youth would balance out 

the negative images of youth presented. However. the links between the positive images of 

youth and the media appear to be severed. This allows the negative images to overpou-er. 

and although there may be an equal nurnber of articles presenting positive and negatiw 

images of youth. the break in the relationship between the positive images in the media in 

reducing this mon1 panic is insufficient. This allows the negative image articles to appear 

in greater fiequency primarily due to the sensationalism of the subject matter presented. The 

impact of negative portrayals of youth have an impact. via a moral panic. on "social 

constnictionism." The fear of crime, public opinion, and calls for changes in legislation al1 

have an impact on the media and the negative portrayal or images of youth. which serve to 

ultimately reinforce these negative images and ~tren~ghen the already esistinç moral panic. 

The relationship between the media, negative images of youth. moral panic and social 

constnictionism is circular in nature. Due to this circular relationship, the moral panic is 

being fed by the media, and ultimately, reinforced, continued and strengthened. 

A review of the rdated literature will expand on the contradictions between what is 

reported in officia1 statistics and academic research and the media reports on youths. Beyond 

merely stating that such a contradiciton exists. this review \vil1 expand on reasons why such 

a contradiction exists. The review of the literature will be followed by a detailed overview 

of the researcli rnethodology. the marner in which the data were collecred, coded and 

analyzed. and the results of such analysis. This thesis will answer the question. why is i t. 

given relatively equal news reporting of positive and negative portnyals of youth. that youtli 
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arc scen as "out of controIU in contemporary Canadian society? 
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REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
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REVIEW OF RELATED LITERA TURE: 

This research investigates the relationship betwern the media's presentation of youth 

and the public's perception and Fear of youths. and in particular. young offenders. I r  

examines the existence of youth crime as a moral panic and in doinç so sheds light on  the 

similarities and differences between the "facts" about crime in Canadian society. as presrntrd 

in officiai statistics and academic research. and the manner in which information about 

"crime" is presented (via the media) to the general public. It is important to note, as does 

Sacco (1982): that such a relationship is based on three assurnptions. The first assumption 

is that the mass media are seen as information sources to which modem society widely 

attends. The majority of society either r a d s  the newspaper. watches television (news) or 

both. on a regular, or somewhat regular. basis. 1 7.8 1 0.000 Canadians buy a newspaper a da). 

and 7.000.000 households buy a newspaper a day (Brazier. 1992). The second assumprion 

is t hat "since most people do not have direct experience with serious crime. the 
r 

major source of public thought and feeling regarding crime must be vicarious in nature" 

(Sacco, 1982: 476). That is to suggest that a large proportion of society relies on the media 

for information about crime and criminal justice legislation and in doing so runs the risk of 

holding a distorted view of both (Gebotys. et al.. 1988). The final assumption proposed by 

Sacco (1982) is that the agenda of the media may be one which promotes sensational 

coverage in order to sel1 newspapers. atttact viewers. political influence or influence political 

or economic polity. This may be piuzicularly evident in a period when newspaper readership 

lias been allegedly declining. 

In general. there seems to be a generd consensus that incidents of youth crime are 
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becorning more frequent. violent and random in nature whiçh ultimately l ads  to an incrcase 

in tlie fear of victimization. Society. in genenl, is quick to label a group of four to five male 

adolescents wearing sports logos on their jackets and standing outside a convenienct: store 

as ri "gang" and assume that they are only out to cause trouble whereas such may not be the 

case (Department of Justice, 1995). This tendency to label, and thus fear. groups of youths 

cornes from rare. but sensationaiized cases presented to the public through the media: "a 77 

year old British-bom engineer out for a stroll on a Sunday night in Ottawa is gunned donn 

by young offenders. an Edmonton woman investigating a noise in her houe  is stabbrd ro 

death by young offenders, an elderly Montreal couple is clubbed to death by three young 

teenagers who. according to news reports m ~ r d e r e d ~ r  rhe rhrill of ir" (Department of 

Justice. 1995: 29-30). The perception of youth crime as being out-of-control and 

êpidemic in nature is a consequence of the media's misrepresentation of. and emphasis on. 

interpersonal violent criminal events (Gebotys. 1988). The media (hereinafter taken to 

include television, radio a d  newspapers) misrepresent incidents of youth crime by 

sensationalizing rare incidents so as to make h e m  appear as everyday occurrences. In such 

a presentation there is a tendency to emphasize the most sensational, unexpected. and 

dramatic aspects of youth behaviour (Hartnapel and Baron. 1995). 

Since the proclamation of the Young Ofenders Act in 1984, Canada has been 

involved in an ongoing debate surrounding this controversial legislation. This debate shows 

that concem over youth crime does exist. and fiom most polls. society seems to feel that the 

Young Offenders Act is too lenient. A province wide survey conducted in Alberta in 1993 

lbund that 87 percent of the respondents believed that youth courts are too lenicnt on young 
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offenders (Hartnagel & Baron, 1995). A non-random survey in Toronto found that 88 

percent of the respondents felt that the youth court was either "too lenient" or "much too 

lenient" (Sprott, 1995, 1996). Decima Research conducted a public opinion poll in 1993 

which asked respondents whether they supported or opposed the Young Offenders Act and 

found that more than fifty percent of the respondents opposed or strongly opposed the 

guiding legislation for youth justice in Canada (Decima Reseach, 1993). When respondents 

were asked to give reasons for their opposition to the legislation, the most frequent reason 

given was that tougher legislation was required, young offenders should be treated as adults, 

and that young offenders should be made responsible for their actions. Many Canadians 

believe that more severe sentences will reduce youth crime despite "little or no empirical 

evidence that more severe sentences will deter young persons kom criminal activity" 

(Federal-Provincial-Territorial Task Force on Youth Justice, 1996: 18). 

One of the reasons for the existence of the beiief in a youth crime crisis is the fact 

that the majority of the public does not have accurate knowledge of the youth justice system 

or young offender legislation. Research done by Decima Research in 1993 reported that 

aimost one-haif of theù participants were "not very" or "not at al[" familiar with the Young 

Ofleenders Act despite their support for stricter sentencing for young offenders. The distorted 

view of youth crime presented in the media is conducive to society's demand for changes to 

the Young Offenders Act, încluludg increasing maximum sentences, lowering the minimum 

age fiom 12 to 10 years, transferring more 16 and 17 years olds to adult court and making 

the whole process of transfer more amenable to securing more transfers to addt court. 

What most people do not realize is that six out of ten young offenders receive probation and, 
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tùrther, tliat about tiiree out of ten young offenders rcceive a disposition that includes 

custody (Moycr, 1996). What people also fail to realizc is that often young offenders 

receive similar. if not more severe, sentences than adults convicted of the sarne otfince 

(Federal-Provincial-Territorial Task Force on Youth Justice, 1996: 18). The claim thal Young 

offenders are le[ ofroo easily is not always the case as sometimes young offenders would 

be let oflrnore easily if tried as an adult because, as an adult sentenced to custody. they 

wouid be eligible for parole whereas, under the Yuring Ofenders Act, there are no provisions 

for parole or eady release. Such demands for reform support the notion that society believes 

youth crime is on the increase and out-of-control and the acceptance of the media's portraya1 

that, in orcier to reduce or solve such an epidemic, the Yozmng Ofenders Act must be made 

harsher. The recent (December 1995) amendrnents to the Young Ofenders Act, changing the 

maximum sentence for young offenders charged with first degree muder from seven to ten 

years and second deçree murder from five to seven years while also increasing the likelihood 

that youths (qed  16 and 17)who commit S ~ ~ O U S  offenser are autornatically transferred to 

adult court unless the young offender can show that slhe should be tried as a youth, provide 

further examples of the general political sentiment to strengthen the provisions of the Young 

Ofinciers .4cr in an effort to combat public perception of leniency within the Y.O.A. and the 

push to make it harsher. 

Gsbotys et al. (1988) discuss the media and public perceptions of crime seriousness 

and in doing so suggest two opposing predictions of how the media affect public perceptions 

of crime seriousness: the de-sensitization hypothesis and the retributive justice hypothesis. 

The de-sensitization hypothesis is based on the assumption that "media emphasis on very 



serious crimes will provide a contrast for ratings of other crimes: the reader beçoiiirs de- 

sensitized to the senousness of crimes ... (and therefore). this likely rnanifests itself in l o w r  

ntings of seriousness" (Gebotys, 1988: 6) .  The retributive justice hypothesis is based on the 

assumption that frequent exposure to very serious and atypical crimes in the media ma) 

inflate the seriousness ratings of other crimes made by the public. 

A public that encounters a steady diet of violent, very serious crime in the 
media may develop a generalized desire for harsher penalties. and since 
ntings of serioumess are highly correlated with the severity of punishments. 
one would predict that any rise in punitiveness would be matched by a similar 
rise in seriousness ratings (Gebotys, 1988: 6) .  

Gebotys refers to an anchoring effect which is inherent within the retributive hypothesis and 

assumes that ratings of offense seriousness made by frequent media users would be higher 

than those rankings made by infiequent media users. The reactions of the frequent media 

users would be anchored by al1 the serious crime they encounter in the media. ultimately 

leadinç them to view dl crime as more serious. Evidence that this is the case \vas shown 

I 

in an experiment where experimental subjects read either a high serious or a low senous 

crime story and then rated the seriousness of another completely unrelated offence. The 

results showed that when the subject's rating was preceded by a very senous crime, ratings 

of the second crime were significantly higher. Although a moral panic is not rneasurcd 

exclusively in tems  of the public's perception of crime seriousness, this is extremely 

important in terms of one's feelings of vulnerability and the feedback effect of crime 

reporting. 

As was outlined earlier. the relationship between youth (crime) and moral panic is 

circular in nature (Figure 1). That is, as the incidents of youth crime appear more frequently 



in the media and tlir more such incidents are sensationalized. the greater the perceiveci 

occurrence of such incidents and fear of personal victimization. An increased fear of 

victimization leads to cal 1s for changes in legislation leaning towards harsher laws ( Le. 

longer sentences). an increase in personal safety measures or target hardening (ix. alarm 

systems. guard dogs) and an increased participation in and visibility of "lobby" groups such 

as the Coalirion for S~%fer Criminal Sentences led by Gordon Domm. This reaction further 

supports the stereotypes associated with youth crime which are presented in the media which 

strengthens the media's emphasis on rare. violent and sensationalized incidents. thereby 

exacerbating the moral panic around youth generally and young offenders in particular. 

The relationship between the media and the public's attitudes toward youth/youth 

crime and fear of victimization cannot be examined without a discussion of the media's 

"agenda" and what Schissel(1996) refers to as interdependent and multi-institutional nature 

of mon1 panics. Schissel (1996) asserts that the present youth crime panic needs to be 

exarnined from a criticai in terms of understanding the role of political and 

economic forces in the constniction of deviance. Further, he suggests that this moral panic 

be exarnined from a post-cntical deconstnictionist position in order to understand the 

lançuage and discourse and the power of discursive agents in lepitimizing and stabilizinp the 

moral panic debates. 

The Canadian newspaper industry has become monopolized by a few major 

corporations, leaving very little cornpetition for the moral attention of Canadians (Schissel. 

1996). Although it would be nice to assume that the primary goal of the media is objectivity 

and that through objectivity the newspaper industry provides the public with the most 



accurate news information possible, such an assurnption wouId no[ be corrcct. Thc daim 

tIiat the news media are objective is a mytli: 

Subjective judgements and b ises  are introduced even betbre the witing 
begins -at the moment one defines what is to be considered a sto W.... What 
passes for (media) objectivity is the acceptance of a social reality shaped by 
the dominant forces of society - without any critical examination of that 
realityfs hidden agents, its class interests, and its ideotogical biases (Parenti. 
1993: 5 1-2). 

This is not to say that the media purposely deceive their consumers. however, dong  \vith 

being controiled by institutions of powver and authonty. the corporate business class. thzir 

main motivation is economics which involves selling their news and maximizing the number 

of readers andtor viewers. In short, the "news" is a cornrnodity. Newspapers and other 

media alike have corne to understand that the conmon reader or viewer "would ratlier be 

entertained than edified" (Lewis, 198 I :  156). This emphasis on "selling" their news results 

in "sensationalist, uncontested accounts that are ofien fictitious and Iargely removed from 

the social and economic context in which they occur" (Schissel, 1996: 29). Schissel (1  996) 

presents and discusses three primary functions of media portraits of crime: (1) the creation 

of a world of insiders and outsiders, acceptabiIity and unacceptability in order to faciiitate 

public consurnption (3) the comecting of images of deviance and crime with social 

characteristics; and (3) the decontextualization of crime in anecdotal evidence that is 

presented as omniscient tnith. Although it is realized that it wouid be impossible for a news 

chamel or paper to cover everything that is going on in the world, the argument that many 

important stories go unreported because of limited time and space is not completely valid. 

Parenti ( 1993) examines such an argument and provides examples to show that there is niore 



to not reporting certain stories than simply limited time and space. News media 1m.e : 

hunger for stories that are simple and sensationalized. however, many such storics gc 

~inreported. For example, 

In October 1982, the media gave sensational coverage to several deaths 
caused when someone slipped poison into Tylenol capsules that were later 
sold in stores. Yet these same media ignored the far greater nurnber of deaths 
(ninety-seven abroad and twenty-seven in the United States) caused when Eli 
Lilly and Company marketed an "anti-arthritis pill" called Oraflex. The Food 
and Dmg Administration allowed Orafiex to go on sale in April 198 1 despite 
an FDA investigator's earlier report indicating that Lilly was withholding data 
on the dangerous side effects of the drug (Parenti. 1993: 57). 

M y  \vas one story reported and the other not, even though the one chosen not to be reported 

involved a greater number of deaths than the one actually reported? It is submitted that the 

reason for such selection is that the Tylenol story involved a derangen individual and posed 

no threat to the marketing ethics of dmg advertisers and big business whereas the Eli Lilly 

s t o ~  \vas clearly within this mandate. Although this example is not youth crime related. it 

allows us to recognize that itjs not only the quantity of youth crime incidents reported in the 

news that creates a mord panic but rather "selective" reporting and the tvay in which such 

incidents are portrayed to the public. It is not only what that is being presented, but hou: 

it is presented and what is left unsaid or not presented that influences public perception. 

Class biases impact on how crimes are reported in the first place and in what behavior 

is even defined as a crime. The media focus on Street crime, crime by "deranged" 

individiials. and crimes of violence while downplaying, and sornetimes not even reporting. 

white-collar crime. White-coilar crime, commonly referred to as corporate crime. is defined 

by Snider (1 993) as, 



illegal acts of oniission or commission by an individual or group of  
individuals in a lrgitimate formal organization in accordance with the 
operative goals of the organization. which have a serious physical o r  
economic impact on employees. consumers, or the general public ( 1  5) 

and incorporates incidents such as industrial accidents (Le. employers' illegally violriting 

safety codes to maximize Company profits), occupationally induced diseases, acis of 

commission and omission by businesses (behaviors that deny workers sufficient pay to meet 

their needs, however needs are defined in tliat particular society), or forcing employees to 

work in dirty and dangerous conditions. and income tax fraud. AIthough white-collar crime 

is comrnonly referred to as corporate crime. white-collar crime is actually divided into 

occupational and corporate crime. Occupational crime is "white coIlar crime comrnitted by 

an individual or group of individuals exclusively for persona1 gain" (Ibid: 13) lvith 

esamples being embezzlernent or corporate fraud. Corporate crime is "~vhitc-collar crime 

cornmitted by legitirnate formal organizations, through the individuals inside them, with the 

aim of fUrthering the interests of the corporation as well as those of the individuds involved" 

(Ibid: 14) with exarnpies being conspiracies among oil companies to restrict the supply and 

raise the price of gasoline, dumping hazardous wastes into Iandfills or nearby lakes. and 

paying kickbacks to retailers to attain prime display space on supermarket shelves. 

Crimes such as illegal use of public funds, occupational safety violations, unsafe 

consumer goods, environmental poisonings al1 fa11 under the category of corporate crimes 

and al1 can be detrimental to the public. Because assaults, thefis, and rapes receive more 

publicity than corporate crime society tends to fear Street crime more than white-collar c i m e  

whcn in actuai fact the latter causes more h m ,  costs more money and ruins more lives tlian 
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that of the former (Snider. 1993). Corporate crime causes more deaths in a month than al1 

the mass murderers combined do in a decade. Canadians are twenty-eight times more likely 

to be injured at work than by assault and ten times more Iikeiy to be killed by conditions at 

their workplace than to be victims of homicide. Occupational deaths are the third Irriding 

cause of death with hem disease and cancer being ranked f i s t  and second respectively (1%-ith 

both being frequently related to corporate criminality as well) (Snider, 1 993 : 1 ). Canadians 

are killed on the job by unsafe (and illegal) working conditions; injured by dangerous 

- products offered for sale before their safety is demonstrated; incapacitated by industrial 

wastes released into the air or dumped into iakes and rivers; and robbed by illegai 

conspiracies that raise pnces and eliminate consumer choice (Snider, 1993: 1). Since the 

media choose not to include such crimes in their news coverage, people seldom hear OF such 

incidents of corporate crime and therefore are unaware of their severity, fiequency. and their 

extreme costs in public money and lives. Rather, the media focus on personal danger rather 

than collective risk. While these examples of white collar crime are not directly related to 

pouth crime or youth generally, they provide a good overview of the media's selective 

attention to some stories and are helpful in an anaiysis of similar selective reporting related 

to youth. 

Cmrses of Yu t i f  Jr Crinie as n Moral Pnnic: 

Although the media are not the only influence on individuals' perceptions of crime 

they appear to have an ovenvhelming influence in exacerbating public fears of crime. The 

public debate around the Y.O.A. and the fear of youth crime is exacerbated by estensivr 
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media coverage of violent interpersonal youth crime. The media's obsession with youth 

crime and, in particular, the overrepresentation of violent youth crime. will inevitably 

increase the public's fez  of being victimized. "Media portrayal of crime escalates the ihreat 

of crime and de-ernphasizes the fact that most crime is simply the acquisition of property" 

(Barlow et al.. 1995: 15). In a study conducted in 1993, "fit was) found that 6-5% of the 

news involved crime and that 45.8% of b is  was violent and sexual crime. These proportions 

were compared to police statistics that show just 2.4% of crime of the [ocality to be violent 

andor  sesual" (Williams and Dickinson, 1993: 35). Statistics published by Statistics 

Canada aIso show the rate of violent crime to be considerably lower than that presented in 

the media and perceived by the public as reality. The distorted portrayal of youth crime by 

the media Ieads the public to believe that there is indeed a ciramatic increase in youth crime. 

especially violent youth crime. which increases their perceived probability of being 

victimized by youth "out of control." 

The "Golde~~ A pet' 

Al1 too often we hear adults Say young people today are much worse than young 

people of my day. young people have no respect for authority. and so on. These people are 

quick to compare the youth of today to the Golden Age (Pearson, 1983), a time when the' 

themselves would have been young people. Adults talk of "twenty years ago" when the' 

were grouing up and talk in such a way as to irnply that there was no crime when they \vers 

young. However. Statistics Canada shows tliat such was not the case and. in fhct. supports 

the notion that youth crime is not on the increase but nther has been stable over tiiiie 
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(Dolicrty and Dc S o u a  1996). Brown ( 199513 1 ) sugsests tliat the pst was secn by niany 

as a place where order and authonty went hand in hand with ri culture of ïvork discipline. 

respect by the young for their elders. and "a healthy fear of brcaking the niles." 

A frequent cornplaint by many such adults is that the youth of today just hang arolind 

on street corners or in malls and cause trouble. What these people often hrget to take into 

account is the economic climate of the time as reflected in the p u t h  unemployment rate in 

particular. Further, the work discipline of the Golden .4ge versus what is seen as the lack of 

respect for work may be more reflective of the economic ciimate of the time. For example. 

the 1970s was an era that had a total unernployment rate of 7.1 percent (1 976) (kahn and 

Lowe. 1993:85) and was a time when individuals worked longer hours. With the advent of 

technology and the economic climate of the 1990s, the unemployment rate stood at 10.3% 

in 1991 (IbidM) and stood at 803 males and 647 fernales per 100.000 in 1996. with people 

working fewer hours, leaving them with more leisure tirne. The 1970s exhibited a youth 

I 

unemployment rate of 15.7% for youth aged 15- 19 and 10.5% for youth aged 20-34 ( 1976) 

and 16.7 % and 15.9% for the sarne age groups respectively in II9 1 (Krahn and Lowe. 1993 : 

88). More youths today are finding themselves unable to find a job (39 1 youth aged 15-24 

per 100,000 in 1996) because the jobs that were once occupied by youth are now being 

occupied by adults who cannot find jobs in their field and must settle for the "~UcJobs"; jobs 

that were once done by youth (Le fast food) and were part-time, had irregular hours. paid 

very little, and offered virtually no additional benefits (Krahn & Lowe. 1993: 13 1). The jobs 

that youth do find are often for only a few hours a week and pay barely more than minimum 

wage, leaving them with little money and a lot of free time. While the economic climate of 



rlie time is often not iaken into consideration. Brown ( 1995) found that: 

Whilst unemployment and econornic decline were often seen as a root cause 
of youth crime, for various reasons (lack of hope for the future. lack of 
money within a consumer society, and lack ofwork discipline within family 
culture being most predominant) it did not affect the overall punitiveness of 
adults towards youth: asked directly if they (the respondents) felt 
unemployment and youth crime could be linked, the usual response \vas to 
accede that young people did face problems, but that was 'no excuse' (33). 

Brown also found that when respondents were asked about their perceptions of younj people 

they would almost immediately start talking about increasing crime and disorder, lack of 

respect. the disintegration of the cornrnunity, the decreasing quality of life, and the negative 

effects of social change. No matter what perspective the interview started with, it alrnost 

always turned to a discussion of these negative images of youth. The terms crime and 

disorde- lack of respect, disintegration of cornrnunity, decreasing quality of life. and 

neçative effects of social change ail seem to be interchangeable with "young people." The 

idea that "crime is seen as young people, and vice versatf (Ibid: 32) was evident in the 

interviews conducted by ~ r o w n  in England during the early 1990s and is also evident in 

Canadian society today. 

Many older adults live in a world to some extent disconnected fiom the 
everyday life of other generations. In terms of the particular social 
composition of the estates in the study area. the majority of Our adult 
respondents (67%) had no household mernbers aged under 18. Often they are 
on the inside looking out: they experience a decline in quality of life, they 
experience vandalism, burglary, noise, and litter; and they see young people 
on the streets. Undoubtedly things have changed in the life of the young, but 
many adults are in a poor position to know how. They want their (adult) 
world made to feel safe, and the 'tidying away' of young people off the streets 
appean to them one of the solutions (Ibid: 44). 

Such an eqiiation of youth with crime and vice versa c m  be seen prirtially as a creûtion of the 
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media but, once such a feeling has been rstablished, the media are the fuel iIiat keeps the tire 

buming. Instead ot0compIaining and pushing for changes in policies to lock young offenders 

up for longer penods oftirne, ultimately feeding the mord panic, it seems almost eltirnentary 

that the solution lies not in locking them up longer but rather in understanding and focusing 

on why kids are on the streets ancilor committing cnme. Exposing the fact that the moral 

panacea is a myth would ailow us to do just that; understand why some kids are on the streets 

andior committing crimes. 

The E~zvirortnïerrt 

Another influentid factor with regard to one's level of fear of cnme is the 

environment in which one lives. Rapid neighbourhood changes and social disorganization 

"result in elevated community concem and a wider incidence of physical decay ... [which in 

tum] lead to higher fear levels" (Taylor and Covington, 1993: 374). This can also be seen 

in the interviews conducted by Brown (1995) where the ierms disorder, lack of respect. 

disintegration of comrnunity, decreasing quality of life, and negative effects of social change 

al1 seem to be interchangeable with young people and crime. As one's level of fear of crime 

increases. people tend to stay inside their homes more. do not socialire with those with 

wliom they do not already have an established relationship or meet through friends and thus 

do not seern to know their neighbours as well any more. This creates a feeling of isolation 

that contributes to their increasing level of fear. 

The Baken ÇVindoiv Thesis put forth by Wilson (1 982) also supports the relationship 

between social disorder and disorganization and fear of crime. This theory proposes that 
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broken windows (vandalism) that remain broken invite tùrther vandalism and create a sense 

of "rio one realfy cares. su why should r' in residents. Such a feeling causes residen ts to 

adapt their lifestyle to their fear by avoiding other people, staying at home. entering certain 

areas only at "safe times," and so on, al1 of which Iead to hrther vandalism and a sense of 

fear (Wilson and Kelling. 1982). 

Despite the feeling of isolation that one may create for him/herself. in general, people 

feel more secure in their imrnediate environments. A study by Pryor (1  993) revealed that 

respondents perceived youth gang crime to be more serious. as increasing, and more 

dangerous in other parts of the city than their own; 25% remarked that youth gang crime 

increased in their neighbourhood over the past 12 months whereas 45% believed it had 

increased in other parts of the city (408); nearly three fi& of the sarnple considered their 

neighbourhood to be "less dangerous" than other parts of the city (41 1). People feel more 

familiar within their own surrounding and therefore feeI more secure. The feeling of 

uncertainty experienced by rnost individuaIs in unfmiliar environrnents creates a decreased 

sense of security. "Crime is traditionaIly perceived as a nonlocal problem. This may be 

because stones about crime in other places abound and people feel more uncertain about 

what cm happen to them in unfamiliar surroundings" (Ibid: 41 3). 

It is also a comrnon belief that cities are more dangerous than the suburbs which are 

more dangerous than the country. This perceived greater fear of victimization by urban 

residents was found in the General Social Survey (1 983). "Although generally people feel 

i7cry SL&J (32%) or reasonably s@ (40%) the proportion of the population feeling Sonwic~lrcrf 

Clnslrfi, or Very Unsafi is generally twice as high for urbm dwellers of both sexes than for 
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rural dwellers" (Canadian Centre for Justice S tatistics, 1995:3). The behaviour of people 

also supports the belief tliat the city is more dangerous. For example, people living in the 

city rnost ofien lock the doors behind them (virtually even before they have cornpletely 

stepped idoutside) as they enter and Ieave their dwelling whereas people in the country ofien 

leave their doors open even when they have gone out for the evening. It is also common for 

city dwelles to have more than one lock on their door. This city versus country behaviour 

is reflective of the levels of fear experienced by individuals living in those environrnents. 

What people often forget is that, even though it may seem apparent that more crime happens 

in the city, the city is much more highly populated and therefore crime is likely to happen 

and also more crime is likely to happen in the city due to the higher concentration of 

population. If one perceives their environment as threatening, their Ievel of felt vulnerabiiity 

will increase as wi11 their fear of being victimized, and vice versa. Another factor related 

to the media and one's environment is the fact that people's fear of crime dramatically 

increases when they hear of crimes in their neighbourhood (Heath, 1984). The closer to 

home a reported crime incident is, the more real it seems. For example, if the six o'clock 

news reports that a house was broken into on Jones Street sometime in the wee hours of the 

night. the fears of al1 those living on Jones Street are now going to dramatically increase. 

Even though someone breaking into their home rnay not have even been in the forefront of 

their mind, now that the possibility has been raised they begin to fear it. The fact that it was 

on the same Street on which they live makes their fear even more pronounced. 

It also has a lot to do with the common attitude, Nor In hly Bczckyard (NIhfBY).  

While the issue of paedophiles is senous, the release of such individuals, aftcr serving their 
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tirne, into residential neighbourhoods is a clear esarnplc ofa iiioral panic. increased fkar and 

the ~Vor In My Brrckyurd syndrome. People are quick to proiest the release of a k n o m  

paedophile into their neighbourhood and, once there. are quick to h a n s s  the individual until 

dhe  hopefully leaves and moves into someone else's neighbourhood. While the desire to 

protect one's loved ones from any type of h m  is justified. what people fail to recognize is 

that the vast majority of sexual assaults on children are carried out by people the children 

know (Le. relatives, fnends of the family, et cetera). yet the fear most parents (and the 

community) have is of the stranger. While people are locking themselves in their houses and 

creating a moat around their property to ward out strangers. what they fail to realize is that 

they may be locking the criminal in. 

Coi@ieitce in the Police niid the Lepni Justice Svsteni 

Another factor influencing the public's fear of crime is the level of confidence they 

have in the police and the leg& justice system. "If people believe that the police are effective 

and efficient at clearing up crimes and apprehending criminals, that they respond to calls 

quickly and that they have a physical presence on the grounds, then they are less Iikely to 

fear crime" (Box et al.. 1988: 342). It is common for individuals to feel more secure when 

they are in the presence of police officers but police officers are people too. With regard to 

serious and notorious incidents such as plane hostage takings, the World Trade Centre 

bombing, the Just Desserts shooting, et cetera, the presence of a police oficer  on the plane. 

in the CVorld Tr& C e ~ e  or in the Jmt Desserts cafe would most likely not have changed 

the outcorne of such tragedies. That is not to say tliat the police are not effective in 
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preventing and dealing with crime. however, the public often associates security \i:ith the 

physical presence of po lice. 

The public's confidence in the justice system as a whole also plays a part in one's fear 

of crime. If people feel that the courts are too lenient and that criminals are not senring 

enough tirne, are ruming the streets. and so on. their fear of such criminals and thus crime 

in general is likely to increase as discussed earlier. This is evident with regard to the 

perceived fear of young people and crime. The public. in general. tends to view the Y.O.A. 

as being too lenient, thusreducing their confidence in the legal justice systern's ability to 

reduce and deal with young offenders and increasing their fear of youth crime. 

R fo rives-for Con fin uin P a Youflz Crime Moral Patric 

The factors that create a moral panic are most ofien also infliiential factors in 

maintaining a moral panic. Not only are moral panics constructed on a daiiy basis, efforts 

by the above mentioned parties/institutions (politicians, police, business. media) are also 

consistently put forth to maintain the strength of such panics once created. The main motives 

for maintaining the youth crime moral panic within society are economic and political. 

Ecorroniic/Biisiness Motives: 

Large corporations have pmfited greatly fiom the expanding crirninal justice system 

in the construction and design of new prisons and in the installation of large surveillance 

systems and electronic constraints (Platt, 1994). It is not only the large corporations who 

benefit but also the smaller security firms who survive on the moral panic that exists 
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surrounding crime. Fear of crime rntices citizens to rit l e s t  attcmpt to protect then~sslves 

and their persona1 belongings. People gain a feeling of control and security by purchrising 

various items that claim to protect them from cnminals and their actions. Whether it be 

installing an alarm or surveillance system in one's home or business. purchasing ri dog. 

canying a "rape" whistle, mace or personal alarm in a purse or pocket, a d o r  taking self- 

defense lessons, al1 such actions provide the individual with a greater sense of security. Even 

though one takes the precautions perceived as being necessary to protect oneseif and one's 

farnily and belo~gings fiom victimkation, one must be carehl not to instill a false sense of 

security. It  is like the smoke aiarm. Everyone is advised to purchase and install smoke 

alarms throughout the house and, although they have proven to Save [ives. al1 too ohen 

people purchase and install the units but do not know how to properly ensure that the unit 

is working to its fullest capacity. People sometimes do not install them properly. remove the 

battery when smoke fiom the toaster sets it off and then forget to re-insert the battery after 

the smoke in the kitchen has cleared andfor, simply forger to regularly check to make sure 

the battery is working. It is not until one sees a lijé taking fire on the news md/or a reminder 

to check the efficient running of smoke alarms that most individuals remember to do so. 

Like smoke alarms, surveillance and security items reduce one's fear of victimization but. 

if not used and maintained properly, will provide no greater protection from being victimized 

than if one did not have such items. The more fear people have towards crime, the more 

precautions they take toward trying to prevent it from happening. Althouçh such security 

mcasures may prevent criminal victimization they do not guarantee protection from crime. 

Wliile security systems installed in businesses or residential homes may ward off potential 
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break-ins tliey do not completely prevent thern. Expert crirninals know how to disam 

security systems or have mastered the art of breaking and entering so that they can be in and 

out before the secunty Company and/or police arrive on the scene or. even if cauglit. the 

damape (Le. goods stolen. persona1 privacy invaded, et cetera) has already been done. By 

engrossing one's self in secunty measures, one essentially creates a moat around one's life 

and belongings. Individuals with excessive fear of  crime essentially Iive in a bubble: they 

lock themseives in their houses or apartments, corning out only when necessary and when 

they do leave, locking up their house/apment is Iike locking up "Fort Knox." Fear of 

crime alters one's lifestyle; sometimes only slightly (Le. carry personal alam, ensure doors 

are locked at all tirne, et cetera), other times severely (Le. won? go out alone. won't go out 

after dark, lose al1 trust in people, et cetera). 

Security companies have found fortune in this moral panic and prey on the fear of 

citizens to make a profit. Such companies advertise their products, stressing the dangerous 

nature of our neighbourhoods and presenting citizens with the general message that the- need 

such items in order to protect one's self and hidher loved ones and belongings from 

criminals. A casual observation of the yellow pages reveals page upon page of 

advertisements promotinç numerous security companies and the variety of products and 

services they can provide. Publicity for persona1 alarms, expensive door locks, the "club." 

and "home secunty systems" not only exploits one's fear of crime to create profit, it also adds 

to the general fear of crime felt in society. The constant hearing of "our home security 

system will protect you from intruders," "the club will prevent your car from being stoleii." 

conditions people to believe that they should be afnid; after al], why would people purchasr 
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such products and services if tliey w r e  not needed or wliy would such products be sold if 

not needed? 

Pnliticd Motives: 

Although poli tics plays a large role in creating moral panics, in terms of crime and 

more specifically youth crime. it plays an even greater role in maintaining such a moral 

panic. Politicians may not directly benefit from the panic although there is no doubt they do 

indirectly. their main motive is electorai support. Politicians reaiize that a fear of crime 

esists among the general population. therefore, it would only seem to be cornmonsense for 

them to capitalize on such a fez .  By focusing their cmpaign on the "fight against crime" 

and on "making Our streets safe again," politicians win votes. However, by claiming that 

they will "make our streets safe again." politicians are only adding to the fear that the public 

has of crime and in turn promoting the myth of the "Golden Age". This is especially relevant 

to the issue of youth crime. At present, the public is demanding changes to the Ioting 

Offenders Aci and the politicians see this as a way to gain electoral support. By promising 

to change the Yozing Offenders Acr so as to be harsher on young offenden. promising to get 

and keep young offenders off the streets. seeing that they receive a punishment that fits the 

crime (according to what the public considers fitting the crime), the politicians are not only 

gaining votes, they are aiso telling the public that such a problerc exists and if not dealt with 

immediately will spiral out of control. Politicians, like the media, only seem to publicize 

statistics tliat support what they are trying to cure, youth crime. n i e  "crime tightinç" 

rhetoric can escalate the moral panic when it goes beyond simply representing legitimate 
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concerns of constituents in order to "arnplify the voice of emotion in the justice debaie for 

their own political benefit" (Department of Justice, 1995:38). 

The Pdice: 

Although the police are on the streets to serve urzdprofect, they themselves are often 

agents involved in the creation and continuance of a youth (crime) moral panic. "Crime- 

reporting has been characterized by an increasing reliance on one major institutional source - 

the police" (Schlesinger, 1994: 160). It would be naive to assume that each and every 

reporter investigated each and every person involved in each and every story they covered. 

This is not realistic. Due to time and budgetary constraints, reporters are unable to 

investigate every avenue of every story they report, therefore, they ofien base their reporting 

on information received from the police. The fact that reporters rely on police for 

information leaves them in control of what information is "released" and ultimately what 

information gets published. Peopie are in a position to initiate perceptions of a crime wave 

themselves by the way in which they select crime incidents for their press releases. For 

example, in 1976, a geat  deal of publicity and anxiety was generated in New York over an 

apparent "crime w v e  against the elderly" which led to a police-sponsored community 

defence prograrn. However, official statistics revealed that, for the categories of crime 

committed against the elderly, a cornparison with the previous six months showed a decrease 

in the number of such crimes at the same time the media, through the poIice, were reporting 

a "crime wave against the elderly" (Ibid: 186). 

Under some circumstances, the police and other official members of the community 



can. in the early stages of its crcation. curb a crime rclated moral panic if so desired. For 

cxample, in 1977. a sharp increase in the coveragc of subway crime in New York emerged. 

A few days after the onset of the "crime wave," the Cliief of  the Transit police publicly 

denied its existence and a news conférence shortly afterwards given by senior transit 

authonty figures stressed that the subways were safer than the city streets. From that point 

on. subway crime covenge steadily decreased to its previous level of reporting (Ibid: 186-7). 

This demonstrates that the economic factor is not necessarily seperate (or distinct) froni law 

enforcement gate-keeping. 

Police also have an economic interest in the continuance of a crime related moral 

panic. Zatz (1 987) argues : 

Like al1 agencies campaigning for federal funds. the police must show a problem 
sufficiently serious to warrant the infusion of federal money. Then. t l ~ ry  ha.2 to 
manage the delicate balance between demonstrating the success of the new program. 
thereby justifLing the money already spent. and showing a continued need for tlic 
infusion of additional funds. 

The police must balance their success in curbing youth crime while at the sarne time ensuring 

that there is enouçh reported youth crime to show that there is a need for police. This may 

lead to an emphasis on "policing" such crime, because this is a very delicate balance. If the 

police appear to be "too effective." the moral panic may subside and there may no lonser 

appear to be a need for specialized policing such as youth crime officers for such incidents. 

On the other hand, if they appear to be ineffective in dealing with youth crime they will be 

criticized for not doing enough. The police perception of a youth "crime wave" may also 

legitimatc requests for more law enforcement dollars and personnel. 
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Mediin: There have been a number of places throughout tiiis review of the relrited literature 

which have discussed the influence of the media in shaping the public perception of youth 

crime. 

Schissel (1996:27) argues that the prïmary effect of media accounts OF crinie is to 

"decontextualize" the act for public consumption which allows those who control discourse 

to direct and control public opinion. 

Youflr Crime as Moraiity: This theme focuses on the abuse and neglect of children by 

responsible adults which is seen to be the cornerstone of what is wong  with society . The 

emphasis is placed on predicting who wili be delinquent based on the conditions that 

individuals are living in and parental responsibility. Al1 children living in broken homes or 

in conditions of privation are at risk for becoming delinquents. The libenl social policies 

(Le. too much social assistance, social programs, not a strong enough work ethic. et cetera) 

are seen to be the cause i d  thus are biamed for diis nihilistic and immoral delinquent 

behaviour. The solutions to the moral deterioration of youth are law and order and 

specifically more intervention in the lives of marginalized fmilies whose values have broken 

down and who need the state to take over and fis the problems that they cannot obviously 

fix themselves. Schissel uses the exampie of the Bulger murder case in Britain as an 

example of how the media presented a "protracted carnpaign to understand this crime as only 

the result of the worst side of the human condition" (Schissel, 1996: 35). Focusing on the 

horror and the potentiality of violent behaviour, bystander apathy, and the Fact tlicit the act 

was committed by two children under the age of 13. who in our estimation arc ioo Young to 
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have had the çliancc to becorne conupted. then any of us arc capable of committing such a 

crime. Over tirne. the media came to focus on the parents of the accused and the cornpetency 

of parents in nising mon1 children. "By exploiting the tragedy of the victim. the media. in 

concert with conservative politicians, were able to nurture a public panic, which resulted in 

the cal1 for more law and order and more intervention in the lives of marginalized families'' 

(Schissel, 1996: 36). 

TJze Decoritc~t~iuIizatio~z of the Crime: This theme focuses on removing the crime from 

its socioeconomic context and presents it in a moralistic and emotional manner. Media 

reporting tends to decontextualize crime by presenting the crime in "moralistic and rmotional 

frarnes of reference that leave the reader with a sense of foreboding" (Schissel, 1996: 36). 

By decontextualizing the incident. the media present it in such a way as to a l am the public. 

This is especially m e  when it cornes to reporting cnminal incidents involving youth. The 

media tend to portray youth as troubiing by descnbing them as gang members, nihilistic in 

nature. Schissel uses the example of an eleven year old boy who was murdered in a 

"gangland-type slaying." The article in the newspaper concentrated on the child's affiliations 

with gang members. the types of crimes he had comrnitted in his Young career. The article 

then went on to describe diat the boy had been physically abused by his fmily and was then 

placed in the care of his grandmother who then eventually relinquished custody to welfare 

agencies. While the article discusses the farnily's pathology, and thus sympathy for the child 

o ffendedvictim. the decontextualization of the incident occurs through the omission of 

infirmation. The article ignores the socioeconomic context in which the child and his tàmily 
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lived. The article portrays children of this genention as out of control and laves  the rcrider 

with the feeling that the only way to solve the problem with today's youth is througli strictsr 

crime control measures. The article fails to mention the fact that, despite being atllliated tvith 

a gang, the eIeven year old has survived the physical (and mental) abuse he experienced from 

his farnily and the failures of the child welfare system. When legitimate avenues for support 

M, the oniy foreseeable option is to tum to whatever avenues will provide support, and for 

many youth they see gangs as their only means of support. 

Exception as Rcrle: Taking sensational, m e  events and making them appear commonplace 

is the focus of this theme. The media tend to describe youth murderers and young offknders 

like any youth. They descnbe them in ways that make them seem as the "boy next door." 

For esample, describing a young offender as "5'9". wearing baggy jeans. NIKE running 

shoes and baII cap" may accurately describe the individuaI who robbed the convenience 
I 

store. however, it does not necessarily mean that al1 youth who dress in simiIar fashion are 

Iikely to rob convenience stores. However, the media place emphasis on the dress and 

language of young offenders that depict al1 youth as potential young offenders. Schissel 

provides an esample found in a 1994 issue of Maclean's magazine in ~vhich the cover s t o ~  

is entitled, "Kids Who KU: Special Report." The cover shows a young man dressed in jeans. 

T-shirt. and an inverted bal1 cap holding a gun in a fashion that depicts his ability and 

famiiiarity with the weapon. What is most striking about the picture is the ordinariness in 

tvtiich the young man is dressed, like the boy next door or even Iike one's own son. The 

origin of' the perceived youth problem, once again. is cast in problems with farnily values. 
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class based problems. gcnder environments (single rnom nising kids) with the answer being 

more intervention. strictcr discipline. and law and order. The overall tone of  the article is 

tliat today's generation of youth is out-of-control and nihilistic. and that the justice sysirm 

is not doing enough to curb the increasing violence by youth in our society. 

I~zvocation of Experts: This theme focuses on experts (psychiatrists, et cetera) to back up 

the feeling that youîh are out-of-control. Experts describe youth as lacking in empathy for 

their victims and as having psychopathie-personalities. They dratv attention to living in 

poverty, exposure to pomography. lm discipline, absentee fathers, single mothers. et cetera 

as warning signs of patholopical behaviour. In effect, experts reinforce the four previously 

mentioned themes to support the presentation of the media and the notion that youth are 

nihilistic and out-of-control and that the only answer is more intervention. stncter discipline. 

and law and order. When a psychiatrist says that a particular youth has a psychopathic 

personality and is violently dangerou. society is more likely to take the claim for truth than 

if a reporter were to report such a claim without providing substantive knowledge from an 

"expert." Experts suggest that youth crime is erratic and unpredictable and therefore 

tlueatening to everyone. 

Victimizotiori as Discursive MeclranLFm: This theme focuses on describinç experiences 

intended to evoke very primal, passionate responses to fear of crime and potential 

victimization and in doing so involves the use of textual. and often pictorial. depictions of 

victims. Describing the victinis as "ordinaryu individuals, the offender as psychotic. andor 
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tlie event as erntic and unpredictoblti creates a Ièar of k i n g  victimized. The nicdia oRcn 

tend to omit details surrounding tlie circumstances ot'onc's victimization and in doing so lcad 

people to believe that the victim kvas an innocent bystander which ultimately leads tlicm to 

believe that they too could br victimized in a similar. random manner. Portrayinp crime in 

such a manner h u n e s  our understanding of criminal events and creates empathy not only for 

the victirn but also for advocates of law and order. This theme also incl udes dual accounts 

of victimization in which innocent children are the victims of an uncaring. danperous. 

poverty-stricken society and in doing so creates a panic surrounding the potentiality of 

becoming a victim. 

Afier reviewing the related literature. it is clear that a moral panic surrounding youtli 

and youth crime does exist and that the media and its negative portrayal of youth have a large 

influence in the promotion of the public's fear of a11 youth. and young otrenders in particular. 

and ultimately, in the creation and continuance of a moral panic. The figures presented 

(Figures 1.1 and 2.1) help illustrate this relationship. that which exists behveen the media and 

a moral panic. A review of the iiterature has helped in the design of the methodology and 

the breakdown into three main sections which need to be analyzed in order to demonstrate 

the sensationalized. negative portrayals of youth in the media and the implications of such 

negative portrayals in the promotion of the public's fear of al1 youth and young offenders in 

particular: Variables to Describe Media Presentation of Article, Variables to Describe 

Article. and Overall Ideological Presentation and Moral Panic. 
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CHAPTER 3: 

METHODOLOCY 
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This chapter provides an overview of the sample and data collection as well as a 

breakdown of the operational variables. 

The sample (n = 716) consists of al1 yozith and yourh crime related articles found in. 

and drawn systematically from, four daily newspapers, the Toronto Sîar? Tor-orrro Sun. 

Guelph Merniry, and The Record (previousiy known as The Kitchener Record and more 

recently known as the Kitchener-Waterloo Record) for a three month period beginning May 

3. 1996 and ending August 7. 1996. The Toronto Szin and the Toronto Star were selected 

on the basis of being large city newspapers while the Guelph Merctiry and The Record were 

chosen on the basis that they were local srna11 town newspapers. The Giielph .~ic*rczir)~ and 

the Toronto Sirn were aiso chosen for their "tabloid-style" reporting in order to observe any 

differences in the results. 

DA TA COLLECTION: 

The method of data collection was that of content analysis and incorporated both a 

quantitative and qualitative approach to data collection and analysis. It is quantitative in 

terms of measuring frequency (Le. number of articles that were youth crime related) and 

space (i.e. location of article in newspaper, size of article, percentage of headline space for 

total article size, percentage of total page for article), however, the direction of messages in 

the articles (positive or negative) and the intensity (the strength of a message in an article) 
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were rneasured utilizing qualitative techniques (Neuman. 1997274). Although the direction 

is measured quantitatively. for example. the number or percentage of articles portraying a 

positive public perception of youth versus a negative perception, specific words. phrases 

andor news headlines are used to substantiate the quantitative data produced. The intensity 

of the direction is measured in relation to the five predetermined themes mentioned above 

(Youth Crime and Morality Play, The Decontextualization of Crime, Exception as Rule. 

Invocation of Experts and Victimization as Discursive Mechanism) which are each 

subdivided into three to six sub-categories. The sub-categories for each thcme, dong with 

the five general themes, were coded as either being present or not and this was analyzed wïth 

the quantitative data to determine how ofien each of these themes and sub-categories were 

presentedhtilized by the medium in the articles. Then, once the frequency of the theme's 

appearance in the selected articles \vas determined, a more strinçent qualitative analysis \vas 

completed on the words and phrases which support the overall themekub-categories. 

As with any method of data collection, there are both advantages and disadvantages. 

In t ems  of the research topic, content anaiysis is the best, if not the only, method of data 

collection possible. Although it could be argued that the "generalizations that researchers 

make on the basis of content analysis are limited to cultural communication itself' (bleuman. 

l997:274), content analysis is most useful in texms of collecting and analyzing large amounts 

of text which are the main sources of these data. Another limitation associated with content 

analysis is the often exclusive reliance on frequency measures for analysis as tliey involve 

two crucial assumptions: "first, they assume that the frequency of a word or category is rt 

valid indicator of its importance. value, or intensity; second, they assume that each individual 
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count is of equal importance. value. or intensity" (Singleton et al.. 1993). The tact thni the 

analysis will utilize a dual (qualitative and quantitative) approach. examining the frequency 

in combination with space, direction and intensity. will overcome this limitation. Anotlirr 

advantage of content analysis is that it c m  also reveal messages in the texts that are diftkult 

to see with casual observation. This is especiaiiy important since. in attempting to show the 

media's misrepresentation of youdi crime. it is essentiai to reveal the messages the medium 

presents which are taken for granted. as reality, by the general public. 

When utilizing content analysis as a method of data collection, the issue of munfist 

content versus latenr content m u t  be addressed. Manifiest content analysis involves 

analyzing the data in terms of elements that are physically present and countable. Esamples 

of such data would generally fall under the section o f  Variables lo describe me& 

presenration of article (See Figure 3.1 ) and would include such variables as newshole space. 

location (section and page number), percentage of headline space for total article. percentage 

of total page for article and th; number of advertisements on the page. Variables fo describe 

article (See Figure 3.2) also includes variables that are considered manifest content: type 

of crime, ideologies (police occurrence, sentencing, court report, victim-related). 

Latent cantenr analysis, on the other hand, involves "interpetive reading of the 

symbolism underlying the physically presented data" (Berg, 1 995: 1 76). The themes, Youth 

as Crime Morality, Decon~extualization of Crime. Exception as Rule. Invocation of Experts. 

arld Victinrkation as Discursive Mechanism can be measured in terms of being "checked" 

for being present within an article or not. However, such themes involve latent content 

analysis. Beyond calculating how many articles contain the above themes and their sub- 
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critegories, "detailed excerpts from relevant statements (messages) that serve to document 

~ h e  interpretations" (Berg, 1995: 176) are provided. Lnrenr confei~r anatysis is important as 

it  provides a greater understanding of the messages within the data. This is especially 

important when analyzing newspaper articles because if a researcher were to only analyze 

the headlines, for example, "Task force quits hunt for kid rzpist" (Doran, 1996: 136) s/he 

would miss the fact that the article is actually discussing quitting the hunt for an adult who 

raped a yuuth rather than the implied quitting of the hunt for a "kid rapist." Without 

analyzing the general message of the whole article the article may be interpreted as a 

negative portrayal of youth when in a c t d  fact the youth is not the offender but. rather. the 

victim. 

WhiIe there are both advantages and disadvantages to using either manifest or latent 

contenr anaIysis, the decision as to which one to use is best solved through the incorporation 

of both. B y reporting the frequency with which a given concept appears, the magnitude of 

such an observation is demonstrated. By providing docurnented observation (Le. 

percentages) of the various variables being anaiyzed, the arguments made about the material 

under study are strengthened. However? these descriptive statistics (i.e. frequencies, 

percentages) "do not necessarily reflect the nature of the data or wriables" (Berg, 1991: 177). 

Along with knowing the frequency with which variables occur wîthin the data (manijesr 

content), la[t?t?t contenf analysis is important because it adds drpth and a greater 

understanding of the data being analyzed. In sum, the reliance upon rnun1#2s[ content 

annlysis should not, and has not, been undertaken to the exclusion of h k n r  confent analysis 

and vice versa. 
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KEY VA RIA BLE DESCRIPTORS: 

Yorifli: The term Youth under the h n g  Oflenders Act rcfers to any young peson aged 12 

to 17 inclusive. For the purpose of selecting articles to be used in this study. the terni j m t h  

adheres to that followed under the Yormg Ofenders Acf, however. it also includes articles 

that may involve youths that are slightly younger than 12 or older than 1 7. The reason for 

this is that the media along with the majority of the population. tend to include such ages 

in their conception of youths and in particular young offenders. It could also be that the 

media may be atternpting to portray older youth who are really "adults" under the law in a 

negative light. Therefore, for the purpose of this study, any article that involved individuals 

between. and including, 12 to 17 years of age or articles that involved individuals siightly 

younger (i.e. the 1 1 year old who raped a 14 year old girl) or older, if the individuals were 

referred to by the author of the article as "youth", were included in the sarnple. 

Moral Paiiic: The concepnialization of the term moral punk is taken from Stanley Cohen's 

( 1980) seminal definition of this concept. He argues that a moral panic is a "condition. 

episode, person or group of persons" (in this case youth and younp offenders) "that become 

defined as a threat to societal values or interests." Further, he suggests that the very nature 

of a moral panic is presented in a "stylized" and "stereotypical" manner by the mass media. 

For example. the mass media may portray youth as dangerous, violent, their acts as nndom 

in nature and that genenlly, youth are out of control. What Cohen (1 980) refers to as "mord 

barricades" are those individuals such as editors. bishops. poiiticians and other "socially 
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credited experts" or professionals who are given the task of explaining the phenornenon. 

provide ways of "copinç" that may evolve or are more likely used as a reson for the short 

tem. and then the "condition" disappears. Conversely. he argues. the condition may espmd 

or deteriorate and become even more visible, thereby exacerbatinp, in this case. public fear 

of youth and in particular young offenders. 

Yoirth Crime: For the purpose of this study, the term i'orrlh Crime includes not only 

- criminal incidents in whch the orender \vas a youth but also criminal incidents in which the 

victim was a youth and/or criminal incidents in which the offender and the victirn were both 

youths. In general, when people hear of, or use, the term youih crime. they are usually 

referring to incidents in which the offender is a youth; however, this study will go beyond 

esamining such incidents and will include incidents in which the victim is a youth. This is 

especiall y important since the portrayal of youth crime may in fact be youth as victims nther 

! 

than as offenders. This broadened use of the term youfh crime is an atternpt to help esplain 

why, despite an abundance of positive articles about youth in the media and statistics stating 

that youth crime is not increasing in epidemic proportions, a moral panic surrounding youth 

and youth crime exists. 



DA TA ANAL YSIS: 

QUANTITA TIVE ANAL YSIS: 

Upon completion of the collection and coding of each of the articles. data u-ere 

recorded and analyzed using SPSS to provide descriptive statistics of the data set. 

The analysis of each article is broken down into rhree main parts: Variables to 

Describe Media Presentation of Article (Figure 3.1). Variables to Describe PZrticle (Figure 

3 -2): and the Overall Ideological Presentation of the Article and Moral Panic (Figure 3 -3). 

Vwiahles 10 Describe Media Prese~ztariori of Artide: 

The first section describes the presentation of the article by the media and involves 

the followinç variables (See Figure 3.1 ): 
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Loccrlioit in Nrivspaper: The location of the article is divided into Section in which the 

article appeared and the page on which it appeared. The teason for recording the section and 

page number of each article was ro test whether the placement of the article in the paper had 

an effect on readership and fear as previous research has suggested (Liska and Baccaglini. 

1990). The section and page number whcre each article appeared was onginally recordcd 

by exact section and page number. However, due to the different style and format of each 

newspaper, it is difficult to divide the differïng sections and page numbers into an)- 

meaningful categories for purposes of analysis. Therefore, adopted from Liska and 

Baccaglini (1 990), the critenon for dividing the articles' placement in the newspaper \vas to 

sepante those that were located in the first fifieen pages and those appearing in the balance 

of the paper. 

Neivshole Spoce: The purpose for this variable was to determine the size of the article 

and in doing so help dernonstkte the earlier daim that negative articles about youth tend to 

be larger than positive ones. The formula for calcuIating newshole space is (rounded off to 

the nearest 1/4 inch): 

Width in inches X Length in inches 

Prrcerrtnge of Headhe space for total nrficle: Headlines are usually the most impomt 

part of any article, especially from the perspective of the author. as it is the part that readers 

see first. It is also the part that attracts or discourages readers from continuing to read the 
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actual article. If a headline gnbs the rcadeh attention tlicn the readcr will rcad tlic article 

and in doing so will be introduced to the point(s) that the author is trying to present in the 

article. Even if the reader chooses not to read the entire article. hdshe may read bits and 

pieces, or even if none at d l ,  the headline and/or photo still provides the reader witli n sense 

of  what the article is about and given that it is reflective of the contents of the nrticlr. the 

ideas, suggestions. et cetera from the headline are passed on to the reader. The purpose of 

including this variable in the data collection and analysis is to determine whether the 

headlines (per article size) of negative articles are. on average. larçer than those given to 

positive articles. The formula for calculating the percentage of headline space for rotai 

article size is: 

Article Headline Leneth (in inches) X 100 
Total Article Length 

I 

Percelitage of Totd Page for Article: The purpose of this variable. sirnilar to that of 

newshole space, is to determine if negative articles are given more space on a page than 

positive articles. The formula for calculating the percentage of total page for article is: 

Article Width (in inches) multiplied bv Article Leneth, 
X 

where X = Total area of p a p  
100 
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Total Nrtnzbar of Acfverfisemerrts on Page: The purpose of this variable is to determine if 

negative articles are, in general, placed on a page with more articles than a positive article. 

or vice versa. This variable was included because people may be more likely to skip an 

article placed on a page with several advertisements than if the same article were to be placed 

on a page with other articles rather than numerous advertisernents. 

VARIA BLES TO DESCRIBE ARTICLE: 

The variables to describe article(s) are illustrated, via Figure 3.2, and described in the 

following section. 
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Tjpc of Crit~te: The fype of crime discussed in the youth crime related articles was 

coded. if more than one crime was discussed. according to the most dominant/most serious 

crime discussed in the article. The crimes were coded as individual/specific crimes. The 

data were then divided into: Violent Offenses, Property Offenses, Sesual Offenses. Traffic 

Offenses, Status Offenses. Substance Related Offenses, Mischief, "Crime in General." and 

Other as defined under the Criminal Code of Canada (See Appendix A). Siutzcs offenses 

used to be "crimes" if committed by youth but are no longer. They are incidents that are not 

- considered crimes under the Criminal Code of Canada but are considered immoral by the 

public. This is especially applicable to behaviours which are not considered criminal when 

perfonned/carried out by adults but when performed/carrïed out by youth may be considered 

"offenses" (i.e. sex among minors), and were in fact "crimes" under the Jirveniie Delinqileuls 

.-kt. Even though such incidents may not be punishable under criminal law. they are 

considered "criminal" and immoral by the general public. Crime in generai refers to articles 

! 

which do not discuss a specific offenselcrime but rather discuss crime in general (Le. discuss 

youth crime as increasing, or the leniency of the Young Offenders Ac!, without mention of 

any specific crime). "Crime in general" does in fact include one case in which there were 

numerous crimes mentioned; without a main crime to record it under. the case was recorded 

as "crime in general." 



TYPE OFARTICLE: 

Media Prrse~riafion of Themes: 

The primary effect of media and official accounts of youth crime is to. as Schissrl 

(1  996) argues, decontextuaIize the act for public consumption, allowing those with direct 

access to discourse to direct and control pubIic opinion (Schissel, 1996: 27). An event \vil1 

be given attention far beyond its importance if it contributes to a news therne: this is 

especially true with regard to crime and in particular youth crime- related articles. In the 

process o f  decontextualizing criminal events for public consumption, he suggests that the 

following themes cornmonly appear: Youth Crime and Morality Play. The 

Decontextualization of Crime, Exception as Rule. Invocation of Experts, and Victimization 

as Discursive Mechanism. Within each of these tive main thernes, he identifies three to five 

sub-categories that characterize each theme. These were discussed in more detail in the 

review of the related Iiterature (chapter 2) and are presented below in table forrn. 



Table 3.3 

II MEDIA PRESENTATION OF THEMES 

Youth Crime and MoraIity - Inappropriate care by responsibIe parents I - Living in poverty 
- Lotver class values, beliefs 
- Irresponsibility of farnily 
- Sofi policies youth nihilistic 
- Solution is law and order 

II Decontertualization of - Problem related to dress, image 
Crime: - Discussed in moral. emotional terrns 

11 1 - Young person's background nor crime 

Ii ( - Intervention with problem families. youth 

II Exception as Rule: 1 - Rare, sensational events as common 

II 1 - Serious violent youth as conventional/"youth nest door" 

II 1 - Ordinanness of community 
I 

11 Invocation of Experts: 1 - Expertise of profession& 

I I  1 - Attention drawn to profile of youth 

II 1 - All youth potential threat 
I 

I I  1 - Create empathy for criminai justice systern 
II Victirnization as Discursive 

NIechanism: 

11 1 - Youth seen as victim of dangerous society 

- Victim presented evokes passion 
- Victim enhances fear of youth 

O VERA LL IDEOLOCICA L PRESENTA TION AND MORAL PANIC: 

Figure 3.4 provides a visual explanation of the overall ideological presentation and 

moral panic while the following section provides a detailed explanation. 
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Ideology c m  be defined as a set of "genenl and abstract beliefs or assumptions about the 

correct or proper state of things, particularly with respect to the moral order and political 

arrangements, which serve to shape one's position on specific issues" (Miller. 1973: 142). 

Pnblic Perception of Yorrtlt: Public perception in this instance is not determinedhased on 

any pubIic opinion survey but rather is coded subjectively as to whether, after having read 

the particular article. the reader's perception of youth would be positive, negative. or remain 

neutral (the sarne). For exarnple, if the article is describing "escalating incidents of youth 

crime," "youth out-of-control," et cetera, the public perception of youth would be recorded 

as negative. The coding of this variable is based strongly on how the article is presented. 

which is what the main question of the thesis attempts ta address. 

Public Fear of Yoriik Public fear of youth is not determined according to any public 

opinion survey but rather is coded by whether, afier having read the particular article. the 

reader's fear of youth (in general) would increase, decrease. or remain neutral (the sarne). 

The coding of this variable is based strongIy on how the article is presented, which is. again. 

what the main question of the thesis attempts to address. 

Proposed Sofirfion fo Yurith Crime: The proposed solution to youth crime is based solely 

on the solution, if any, presented in the article with the coded categories being more 

intervention and/or stricter punishments, more comrnunity/social justice. or a combination 

of tlie two. 



Medo ~ i c d  Positiorrs: The foilowing ideologies have been adopted from Reid- 

MacNevin (1991)- 

Crime Controi Ideoiogy: The main tenet is that it is the responsibility of the state and tlie 

courts to maintain order in society. Youth behaviour is seen as freely detemined: youth 

choose to commit offenses. A screening process is seen as being in place that diverts 

innocent individuals out of the courts (Le. only the guilty go to court). The focus of this 

mode1 is the repression of criminai conduct through punishment. stncter laws. 

Jiistice Ideo@y: The main tenet is that interference with individuai freedom is limited and 

procedures for criminal justice mattea are based on consent by al1 parties as mucli as 

possible. Youth behaviour is seen as being freely determined with the focus being on 

repression of crime with a qualification that there is a high probability of error in informa1 

fact-finding (i.e. the need to have legal safeguards in place to protect individual liberty and 

rights). The focus is on a fomal adversarial system of justice with the key notion being the 

protection of the rights of the public and accused, legal safeguards, due process rÎghts, right 

to a Iawyer, nght to appeal, right to legal representation at al1 stages of proceedings. 

Wel/are Irleology: The main tenet is that the needs of the young person and his or her farnily 

must be attended to. Youth behaviour is seen as being determined by sociaVpsychologica1 

forces with criininal conduct being part and parcel of other social events impacting on the 
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young person (Le. faniily dystùnction. low income. single parents. alcohol/substanct. abuse. 

victirn of family violence. et cetera). The youth is brought to court to be aided and assisted: 

this is state intervention to rcscue the youth from social problems. An examplc of such an 

ideoiogy being used was in the Juvenile Delinquents Act where youth were not seen as 

committing a specific offence but rather were in a "state of delinquency." 

Comniuiiiiy Clrange: The main tenet is that society is responsible for the promotion of the 

welfare-of its citizens and must work to prevent crime and delinquency. Youth behaviour 

is seen ris being determined by life conditions. The focus is on the coIIective society rather 

than the individual youth as being responsible for criminal conduct. Therefore, the solution 

is seen as being found in changing social processes that lead young people to engage in 

criminal conduct and to improve the quality of life for aI1. 

Predominant Ideology Presented: Although one particular article may have more than 

one ideoiogy present, the "Predominant Ideology" is the one that appears to be presented as 

the strongest and is coded subjectively by the researcher.. 

QUALITATIVE ANAL YSIS: 

In terrns of qualitative analysis, examples of headlines and phrases were collected and 

recorded throughout the coding of the data that illustrate, and provide esamples of. the 

tl~ernes and ideologies that are present in the articles. Schissel(I996:29) suggests that most 

crime waves and moral panics are products of news headlines and draws attention to the 
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following as examples; " A  Yeur of Yotrfh Mcryhem." " Yuufh.s fieut C'rime us a Jokc." ".llore 

Stzrdenfs Cc~rryit?g IVmpons ru School," and "Gerring A rmy wirh Murder" (Schissel. 1 996: 

29). in the present data. the following were ihstrative of a similar pattern; "Rzrrul liitrrh 

who robbed his grcrtidnzorher closer fo ficedom," "Crime shozrld never pay," " Killer, 1 4. siil1 

'cl high risk'," "Crimes nre vicious," "Haunted by boy rnpist," "Former Gtielph cozrplc~s 

killers show no rpmorse. say police," "Four teens charged afrer yoirih knifed ontside high 

school," " Two yoziths senrenced in 'despicable ' crime," " Trzurees rake on teen gangs." and 

"2 escape death ns reen stupersjre ar 50 cars." 

The qualitative analysis involves larent content analysis in that it consists of taking 

each of the five commonly presented themes (Youth Crime and Morality Play. The 

Dexontextualization of Crime, Exception as Rule, Invocation of Experts, and Victimization 

as Discursive Mechanism) and their sub-categories (See Table 3.3) and providing escerpts 

fiom relevant statements that serve to document each of the themes and theu sub-categories. 
/ 

While the quantitative analysis invovIes mainly rnanifesf conrent analysis. the 

qualitative analysis involves rnainly farenr conrent analysis; however, the qualitative (latent) 

analysis is used to substantiate and provide a deeper understanding of the quantitative 

(manifest) analysis. It is important îhat a quantitative (manifest) and qualitative (latent) 

analysis be used to complement each other in order to achieve a complete understanding of 

the data. 



CHAPTER 4: 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 



R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION= 

The frequency with which youth crime related articles appeared in each of the four 

daily newspapers, and in an effort to determine whether Yoztrh Crime Relurerl articles 

appeared in one particular newspaper more frequently than another, a cross tabulation of the 

data was conducted yielding a significant relationship (~L33.40, p=.0000 1. pc.00 1. d.f. 6). 

This relationship reveals that 40.58% of the Yotrth crime relared (youth as offender) articles 

were located in The Toronto Sun, 37.17% in The Record, 19.57% in the Guelph Mercury and 

12.68% in The Toronto Star. This is consistent with the assumptions made earlier that the 

large city newspaper (The Toronto Sun) would present more youth crime related articles 

relative to the other newspapers. As predicted, the Toronto Star, which would be considered 

the least "tabloid" newspaper of the four, reported the least amount of youth crime relixed 

articles (12.68%). 
r 

In addition to printing the most Youth crime reluted articles, The Toronto Sun also 

displays the most "Youth as Victim" crime related articles (3231%) with The Record 

(30.77%), Guelph Mercury (1 8.47%) and the Toronto Star (1 8.46%) falling respectively in 

place thereafier. This finding is interesting because it shows that- despite being considered 

youth crime related, a portion of such articles involve youth as victim rather than youth as 

offender. 
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Vnrinhlrs fo Describe M ~ d i n  Pwseittnrinn of Article: 

Location in IVewspnper: 

As discussed earlier in the review of the literature. the issue mund  the cause of a 

youth (crime) moral panic is more than mere frequency of youth crime related articles. The 

Iocation of such articles also play a large role in the existence of such a mord pmic and in 

an attempt to show such a reIationship. a cross tabulation was done on the data revealing a 

significant relationship (~"150.36, p=.0000, pC.00 1 ,  d.f. 20). This relationship suggests that 

of those articles which are Youfh crime related(youth as offender), 74.28% were Iocated in 

the News Section while 1 1.59% were found in the Comment Section (sections containing 

mainly articles of personal comrnents by readers and reporters/authors other than the editor) 

and 7.25% were located in the Local News section. Of the "Youth as Victim" crime related 

articles, 83.08% were found in the News section, 7.69% in the Locd News and 4.62% in the 

Lifestyle-Entertainment section. 

In addition to the Section in which the articles appeared. the results also show that 

73.19% of the Yoztth crime related (youth as offender) articles were located in the first 13' 

pages of the newspaper and 79.23% of the "Youth as Victim" crime related articles were 

located within the first 15 pages of the newspaper. This supports previous research (Liska 

and Baccagtini, 1990) and the notion that crime related articles, in general, tend to appear 

near the fiont of the newspaper but that, due to the appeal of youth crime and youth as victim 

articles. they also tend to be reported on pages near the front of the newspaper. These 

findings are important because it is onty reasonable to assume that a story's placement in the 
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newspaper affects its readership as well as having an impact on fear and that articlcs near the 

front of the newspaper receive the largest readership (Liska and Baccaglini 1990). 

Therefore, if the medium should want to create and/or ensure the continuance of a moral 

panic, it is only plausible that it would place its most sensationalized crime articles as close 

to the fiont of the newspaper as possible. 

Ner vsliole Spnce: 

One would expect that if the news story was a sensational. negative portraya1 of 

young offenders then it would be more likely to occupy more space in the newspaper. Thrre 

was a significant relationship between width and length and youth crime related articles ( f  

=l57.57. p=0.0142- p<.05. d.f. 121). 

In an effort to determine whether Headline S p c e  for total article size is, in general. 

larger for youih crime rehed  articles than it is for non youth crime related articles. a cross 

tabulation of the data \vas conducted yielding a significant relationship (~"61.14. 

p=0.00000, p<.00 1 ,  d.f. 18). This relationship reveals that the most common headline space 

for total article size for youth crime related articles (youth as offender) is 11 -1 5% which 

constitutes 28.99% of such articles. On the other hand, the most common headline space for 

youth as victim crime related is 1 1-1 5% constituting 27.69% of such articles. The most 

common headline space for non-youth crime related articles is 6-1 0% which accounts for 
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77.19% ot'sucli articles. Overall, 5 1.45% of the youth crime related (youth as offender) 

articles also have a beadline space below 16%. whereas youih crime related (youth as victirn) 

and non youth crinie related articles have a headline space below 16%, 47.69 and 62.47 

percent of the tirne. respectively. In general, the negative youth related articles (Le. youth 

crime related) have larger headline space for total article than do positive youth related 

art ides. 

Percen f q e  of Total Page for Article: 

There was an assumption that an article that portrayed young offenders in a negative 

light would not ody take up more space in tems of the newshole space but that such articles 

would also take up more space on the total area of the news page. The relationship betwern 

percentaçe of total page taken up by article by youth crime related articles \vas not signiiicant 

Totai Number of Advertisments on Page: 

There was also an assumption that non- youth crime related articles, or the "good 

news" stories about crime. may be more likely to be hidden among pages where there were 

a lot of advertisements. However, the andysis of total advertisements on the page by whether 

the article was youth crime related was not signifiant ( ~ ~ ~ 6 . 3 6 ,  p=0.984,n.s d.f=16). 
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Vnrinhles Io Describe A rticIe: 

In gened, the results of the content analysis support the assumptions that werc made 

earlier. Ymrh crime relnred articles account for 56.7% of the articles analyzed. while those 

not youth crime related constitute only 43.2%. Of the articles yolrrh crime rekum!. 38.5?G 

involved youth as the offender while 18.2% involved youth as the victim of crime. 

Of those articles yorrrh crime related, violent crime was most frequently presented 

(5 1.57%) with Crime in general at 1 1.57% and Properry Offenses 6.99% (See Table 4.2 j. 

Se.wnl Ofenses w r e  presented in 16.14% of the crime related articles. however, there \vas 

no distinction made as to the number of such offenses committed by youth and the number 

comrnined against youth. 

These results are consistent with related literature in that the newspapers' report of 

youth crime related articles does not correspond with that presented in official statistics. 

According to Statistics Canada, the majority of crimes committed by youths are property 

offenses. In 1994-95. prope&y offenses accounted for alrnost half of the caseload in youth 

courts (48%), whereas violent offences and drug offences accounted for 21% and 4% 

respectively (Doherty and De Souza, 1996: 4). Statistics Canada reported that offenses 

appearing most ofien in youth court in 1994-95 were: Thefi under 5 1000 (1 5%): Break and 

Enter (13%), Minor Assault (IO%), YOA offences (10%) and Failure to appear/compl>. 

( IO%) (Doherty and De Souza, 1996: 4). However, results from this study reveal alrnost the 

opposite with violent crime accounting for more than haIf of the total offenses (5 1.57%) and 

property offences accounting for only 7 percent of crimes reported in the newspapers. 

Without looking at the content of the articles. the discrepency behveen official statistics and 
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newspaper reporting misinforms readers by overrepresenting the frequency of which youth 

commit violent offenses and underestimating the fiequency of which youîh commit propsny 

offenses. This misinformation supports the notion that crimes committed by youth are 

violent in nature when in fact most youth do not commit crimes and, when they do. the' are 

more likely to commit crimes against property. 

By presenting violent crime in 51.67% of the cases involving youth crime. the 

newspapers imply to their readers that the rnajority of youth crime is violent in nature. 

however, violent crime both by youth and by adults account for a relatively srnall proportion 

of al1 crirninal incidents reported by the police each year (Johnson, 1996: 5). 

blessures of homicide are generally considered more reliable than any other measure of 

crime because homicide is not as susceptible to subtle changes in public willingness to 

report. or to changes in police policy or recording practices. Also, almost al1 homicides get 

reported to, and are known by, the police and recorded in police statistics (Johnson, 1996: 
, 

12). According to Statistics Canada, the youth homicide rate has remained stable over the 

last 10 years (See Table 4.1). Despite there being an increase of 2.8% from 1985 to 1995 

within such a tirne span îhere were years when the rate decreased from the previous year as 

w l l  as years when the rate increased fi-om the previous year. however. the rate did rernain 

relatively stable. The largest increase occurred from 1993 to 1994, however, it must also be 

noted that 1993 had the lowest rate of any of the ten years. 



TABLE 4.1 

Youth (Aged 12-17 yenrs) Accused of Homicide, Canada, 1985-1995 
1 l I 1 

Source: Jurisbt. Homicide in Cana& - 1995. Carndian Centre for Justice Su~istics. 1996. 

1 Yerr 
I 

In general, newspaper accounts of youth crime tend to be presented as increasing in 

occurance as well as becoming more epidemically violent in nature. C o n w  to such media 

portrayals, Statistics Canada reports that the youth charge rate remained stable in 1995, 

following three consecutive annual decreases (Hendrick, 1996: 14). 

Youth Population 
(Aged 12-17) 
(000s) 

Number of Youths 
Accused of 
Ho micide 

Rate per 100,000 
Youth Population 

Percent of 
Total 
Accuseci (%] 



Table 4.2: 

TYPE OF CRIME 
(BY Category) 

Cqtegory: 

Violent Crime 

l 

Crime in general 

Property Offenses 

Substance Related 
O ffenses" 

O ther"' 

Traffic Offenses 

. 
Does not distinguish behveen those incidents which were commined by youth and those 

O 
committed against youth. 

m.. 
Driving Khile Under the Influence is included under Trafic Oflenses 
See Table 2 for a complete breakdown of crimes included in this cateçory 

n 

214 

Mischief 

S tatus Offenses 

TOTAL 

These results are extremely important when discussing and looking at reasons for the 

existence of a youth (crime) moral panic, especially considering the fact that newspaper 

reporting and portrayal of youth crime incidents are inconsistent with statistics produced by 

Statistics Canada. Looking at the results of this study it would seem that the most prevalent 

type of crime committed by youth is violent. Such a portrayal would support the notion that 

violent crime, especially by youth, is both high and increasing. However. according to 

48 

29 

15 

14 

11 

% ofTotal 
Crime 

Reiated 

5 1.57 

9 

8 

415 

% of Total 
Articles 

(incl. N/A) 

29.9 

1 1.57 

6.99 

3.61 

3.37 

2.65 

6.7 

4.1 

2.1 

2.0 

1.5 

2.17 

1.93 

100 

1.3 

1.1 

58.1 
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Statistics Canada. tlie number oCYoutlis Charged (Canada) with Crimes of Violence in 1995 

was 22.375. only 18.15% of the total of al1 incidents upon wllich youths wrtl  chargcd. yct 

the results ofthis study show that of the 415 articles reporting youth crime related incidents. 

57.6% are violent in nature. The inconsistency between statistics given by Statistics Canada 

and those revealed in this study become even larger when one considers the fact t h a ~  

inc[uded in Viokenl Crime reported by Statistics Canada. is Sexual Assault (9.3%) and 

Abduction (0.1 %) which for this study were recorded under Semai O'nscs  and Orhcr 

respectively. If these were incIuded. the difference between the acictual reported violent 

crime in Canada of 18 percent and the percentage of articles reported in the newspaper that 

are violent (67%) fürther reinforces this my~h and strengthens the youth (crime) moral panic. 

Type of Article: 

Iiieo fogies: 

The most predominant type of artide (42%) was police occurrence report which provides 

the reader with "facts" about the cases that have corne to their attention and the most 

predominant ideology in presenting these "Facts" was a crime cuntrol perspective. This ties 

in with the eariier discussion about the role of police in allaying public fear of crime and 

balancing the need to "combat" crime while also assuring the public about the roie of police 

in being effective in their work. It is also interesting to note that in articles which feIl under 

the catcgory of ''court reports" the most predominant ideology was justice with tlic 
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pcrccption of a duc process mode1 at work. Fifiy-tivc pcrccnt ofarticles ihat wcrc rclntcd 

to sentencing were seen to faIl under the community change idrology. This finding is 

consistent with research conducted by Reid-MacNevin ( 1 997) related to the public 

perception of youth crime wherein respondents, when askrd to comment on the solution to 

the youth crime crisis, were most likely to indicate an enhanced role for the community in 

fising the problem. It is interesting to note that, in the more individual based ideological 

perspective, namely, welfare. the most likely article to be presented were those wliich 

involved a victim. 

TABLE 4.3: 

Crime 
Articles 

1 (Total) 1 
I 1 

Police Occurrence 
(34.76) (1 9.3) 

Court Report 
(4.6) 

(1 0.93) (1 0.65) 

Sentencing 92 50 
(38.98) (7.0) 
( 1  3.59) (16.13) 

Victim Relateci 175 68 
(23 .06) (9.5) 
(25.85) (2 1.94) 

Other 52. 2 1 
(7.27) (2.94) 
(7.68) (6.77) 

TOTAL 677 310 

1' 
Frequcncy, Percentage of ail Articles in Samplc, Percentage o f  Articles from Individual Catc~ory (excliiding thosc 

N/A 1 

Justice Welfare Comrnunity 
Change 



MEDIA PRESENTA TION TNEMES 

Of the five t hemes (See Table 4.4) Victi~nizafion us Discza-sive Mechanirm acco unts for 

26.92 percent of those items (Le. sub-categories) "checked" while Deconte.rtirnlizc~~i(~~~ of- 

Crime, Yotirh Crime as :\./orniiry. Erceprion us Rule. Invocution of Experts. and 

C'ictimization as Discursive iMcchunism account for 77.16,2 1.07, 15.73 and 14.12 percent 

respectively. The analysis. as mentioned earlier in the methods section, involves borh 

manifest and iatent content analysis. Manifest content analysis with respect to the 

fiequencies and percentages of the "checked" themes and sub-categories a d  Zatenr conienr 

analysis with regard to examining the symbolism (via words and phrases) underlying the 

physically presented data. 

Table 4-4: 

II 
- -- - 

MEDIA PRESENTATION OF THEMES 

Thernes: n O/O 

Youth Crime and Morality Play 482 21.07 

Decontextualization of Crime 507 22. 't 6 

1 Exception as Rule 1 360 1 15.73 
! -- 

1 invocation of ~xperts 323 14.12 
- - 

II Victirnization as Discursive Mechanisrn 1 1 6 1 26.92 

TOTAL 1 2288  1 k r  
- - 

N = I missinç case 



The theme of h u f h  Crime und ~~lorc~kity Pkcy is broken d o m  into seven categories (Sec 

Table 4.5) with the articles that tend to fa11 under this category being ones that 

appeal to people's sense of despair by concentrating on the potentiality and tiorror 
of violent behaviour and bystander apathy.., and present youth crime as inesplicciblt. 
and ultimately unthidable. This type of depiction provides a reverse mon1 ity p h > -  
that appeals to our sense of righteousness and our fear of an amoral world (Schissel. 
1997: 33). 

Table 4.5: 

MEDIA PRESENT.4TION THEME: 
Youth Crime and Morality Play 

7 7  

Inappropriate care by responsible 
parents 

( 

92 

1 

19.09 

Living in Poverty 

1 
Lower Class values, beliefs 

1 

47 

Irresponsibility of Family 

1 

9.75 

3 1 

SoH Policies youth nihilistic 

O ther' 

See Appendix B for specifics 
N = 1 rnissing case 

6-43 

88 

Solution is law and order 

56 1 11.62 

TOTAL 

After appealing to the reader's sense of righteousness in depicting the crime as outrageously 

immoral, the focus of the story (within the same article or over time in subsequent articles 

on the same story) changes to that of the abuse and neglect of children as the causes of sucli 

immoral criminal behaviour by youth. A clear exaniple of this is the incident of the fourteen 

18-26 

93 19.30 

75 

482 

15.56 

100.01 



ycar oid boy wlio killed a scvcn ycar old boy. Atier having watched the movie "Wrirlock" 

several times, the boy came to believe that. as in the movie, if he "cut the fat off a virgin. 

unbaptized child, then boiled it  down and drank it that it would give him the power to fly" 

(Teen infltrenced by horrorfdm killed 7-par-oli. court heurs The Record, June 1 9, 1996: 

56). Thus, he killed his seven year old friend. This news account received heavy coverage 

in the newspapers and, in line with the Yourh Crime rrnd Morality Play theme, changed its 

focus within article(s), and within subsequent articles. From the initiai focus of the article(s) 

being that of the homfic crime that took place, news coverage focused on the fact that firstly, 

the killing was done by a fourteen year old, and then secondly, the details of the incident. 

By focusing on the young age of the offender and the homfic details of the incident, "stabbed 

Thimpsen (victim) at least four times and bludgeoned him with a rock and a beer bottle ... 

then cooked his victim's flesh on the stove" (Teen injhienced by horrorfilm killed 7-year-okd 

court lzecrr.s The Record, June 19. 1996: 56). the article "appeais to our sense of righteousness 

and our fear of an amoral world" (Schissel, 1997: 33). The news coverage then changed 

focus, although still beginning with an overview of the incident as being part of a "bizarre 

ritual ... where the seven year 018s skin was cut away and rendered to produce a potion that 

would give Charles (and an accomplice who cannot be identified) the power tu fly if they 

drank it" (Killer, 14 still 'a high risk'The Record, June 21, 1996: 68), to that of "Neglect of 

youth blarned in killing," (The Toronto Sun, June 24, 1996: 28)- the main headline of an 

article that appeared d e r  the initial reporting of the incident. "Comrnunity activists Say the 

tragedy could be the outcome of yems of neglect - of adults turning their backs on troubled 

children .... Poverty and substance abuse are rampant and children are often the victims of 

abuse .... There are too many kids with faces like 30 year-olds because they've had a rough 

life" (Ne,qIect ojyozith blamed in killing, The Toronto Sun, June 24, 1996: 28) are cxcerpts 
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fiom an article that demonstntes the csistence d'the sub-catcogory. Inuppropririjre ccm 

rrsponsibie parcnfs, wi thin the Yozitli Ci-ime and MoruIity PIuy Theme. The focus on 

inappropriate care by responsible parents (Le. parents allowing a child of that age to w t c h  

such a movie) and the fact that an expert called to testify to the fact that the boy was insane 

when he committed the act ciaimed that "the boy's mental state was deteriorating for sis 

months before he murdered" (Killer, 14, SM 'a high risk' The Record, June 2 1. 1996: 68) 

and that he was living in poverty, as well as the fact that the boy is being tried in adult coun 

reinforces the generai cal1 for "law and order" as the solution for such crime. The articIe(s) 

constantly discusses the fact that the boy is not mentaily stable yet nowhere is there mention 

of possible counselling that the boy should receive. The ody mention is of trying the youth 

in adult court and the fact that he is still "a high risk." 

Another article (SIaying drugnei covers Canada. The Toronto Star, June 1 2, 1 996: A7) 

discusses the fatal shooting of a 20 year old man and the shooting of another man. The 

article descnbes the shooting death of the first man, the shooting and injuries of the second 

man, and the name of the suspect; however, the only information they provide about the 

offender (besides his height, weight and hair style) is the fact that he is unemployed. It 

w u l d  seem relevant to mention details of the suspect's previous employment (for example. 

if he had been a mechanic and now became forced to work, he would most likely find work 

as a mechanic). Knowing what sort of skills he has may aid in the search as the public and 

police could keep an closer eye out for someone fining the given description in that a m  of 

work. The fact that he is "unemployed" has no bearing on the reporting of the crime or the 

capture of the cnminal, the only reason to mention such a fact is to situate ideologically the 

crime and to interpret the incident as sornething that is committed only by those who are 

poor and unemployed, which is not true. 



The theme of Derunie-rtzra[ization ofCrime is broken down into five categories (See 

Table 4.6). The articles found under this category involve articles in which the crime(s) is 

rernoved from its socioeconomic context and presented in a moralistic and ernotiond 

manner. 

Table 4.6: 

II MEDIA PRESENTATION THEME: 
DECONTEXTUALIZATION OF CRIME 

-- 

(1 Discussed in moral. etnotional terms 1 216 1 42.60 
-- - - - - - - 

Young persons' background not crime 69 13-6 1 

Intervention with problem families 83 16.3 7 

O ther' 30 5.92 

See Appendix B for specifics 
N = 1 missing case 

By decontexualizing the crime, it is presented in such a way as to a l m  the public. An 

example of such a decontextualized and alarming article is an article found in The Record 

which boasts the headline, "REGION'S 1996 KILLINGS" in white block letters surrounded 

by a bold, darkened background, a presentation style opposite to the rest of the articles on 

the page which involve black h e  letters on light coloured newspnnt. Although the article 

is not as large as the other three main articles on the page, the contrast in the presentation 

style of the heading makes it stand out t?om the otlier articles and tlius grabs the rcader's 
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attention. As tlic Iieadline statcs. the articlc prclscnts "THE REGION'S 1996 KILLINGS"; 

Iiowrver. the ,uticlc leaves out tlie details surrounding the killings. Of tlie tour kiilings in 

1096. there is only one mention of what the victim was doing at the time of the killing, "was 

stabbed three times and bled to death after going to collect a debt" (RegionCi 1996 h'illir~gs. 

The Record, June 24, 1996: Al). From this. it is most Iikely that readers will assume that 

the debt was dmgs or gambling related. The lack of information as to the actual motive of 

the murder and the relationship between the victim and offender decontextualizes the 

incident and leaves the reader with the sense that the incident was "gang-like" in nature. 

None of the four killings, except one in which the victim was the girlfriend of the alleged 

murderer, include inforrnation of or pertaining to the relationship benveen the victim and 

murderer. This leaves the reader with a sense that the crimes were random in nature. "A 

shooting at a Cambridge sports club Saturday night left 24 year old Orville Mohan dead and 

Lh'aterloo regional police investigating ..." and "Nicholas Biuk died from a single shotgun 

blast to his abdomen outside a home on Pimacle Drive" (Region's 1996 Kiiiings. The 

Record, June 24, 1996: Al), thus increasing one's fear of crime or victimization. Nowhere 

does it say why the victims were shot. For exarnple, did a fight inside the Sports CIub spew 

outside and was Orville Mohan accidentally killed? And why was NichoIas Biuk shot 

outside his home? Al1 we know is that an 18 year old is dead and a 19 year is being charged. 

While the decontextualization occurs through the omission of information, the emotional 

content of the articlehncident occurs through the use of charged words, (Le.: "stabbed 3 

times," "found slain," and "died from single gunshot)" used to describe the kiIlings. This 

article presents the four killings as Maclean's magazine wouid present the top 100 businesses 

in Canada: simply listed in order with very little, if any, information on each cornpany. 

The fact that the killings, al1 of which were most Iikely reported earlier in the year at ilic 
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timc when each ot'them Iiappcned. were re-pubiicizcd is cnough to alarm the public. Re- 

publicizing the killings as a kind of "official total" replays the incidents in people's minds. 

and although the dates of the murders are given informing the reader of when each of the 

four incidents occurred. reporting them again reminds the reader of the alleged CI'N~L'  

problem and raises one's fear of crime a d o r  feeling of disgust, sadness. et cetera 

surrounding the murders. 

A second article, "Staff facing long, hot sumrner" (The Toronto Sun, June 13, 1996: 

128), is a clear example of how crime is discussed in terrns of the offender's background 

rather than the actual crime and how the solution lies in intervention with problern 

farnilies/cornmunities. The article begins by mentioning how "(the) summer started off bad 

tvith the shooting ... (referring to the fatal shooting of Lawrence Hickling, 20) during a fight 

at a Lurnsden Ave. project" (Staflfacing long, hor szimmer, The Toronto Sun, June 13. 1996: 

128). The article then tums to discussing the fact that within the projects "the number of 

incidents have started to escalate rapidIy (and that) it is primarily youth" (Staflfacing long, 

hot szrnzmer, The Toronto Suri, June 13,1996: 128) cornmitting the crimes. Mr. Richmond. 

"Metro's Housing Boss," then makes another statement two paragraphs down and claims 

that, "although there isn't much solid data on trouble yet this spring, we're just starting to get 

nervous ... We track the incident reports every day." (Stafffacing long, hot siunmer, The 

Toronto Sun, June 13, 1996: 128). Even though they daim that crime is "escalating rapidly" 

in Metro housing projects, the above statement by Mr. Richmond shows that their 

newousness and claims of increase are not supported by any "solid data." meaning that they 

have no real reason for the earlier daim that "incidents are escalating rapidly." The 

discussion of crime "in general" is overshadowed by the fact that crime is allegedly 

happening in poor, Metro Housing project neighbourhoods. The article, remaining within 
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the boundaries of- the Uccon~extuuli=oriun ofCrime thcme. thcn tums its focus to tlic 13ct that 

intervention must be accomplished through problem fàmilies and communities. The 

situation within the projects is blamed on the economy and cuts to recreational programs as 

well as the fact that, " We have role models, but 1 don? think you'd want hem" (Strgfjirci17,q 

long, hoi siimrner. The Toronto Sun, June 13, 1996: 128). 

Bracketed by two articles, "Overcrowding sparks crime fear" and "Metro 'imer city' 

crisis." the article is also surrounded by a photo of a group of youths playing basketball with 

the headline. "Busy playground ... Kids play a game of pickup basketball yesterday in an 

overcrowded Regent Park." The photo shows a wall covered in graffiti with the words 

"Regent Park" in large leaers, prominently placed behind the photographed basketball net. 

Not only are graffiti covered walls associated with the "projects," the fact is that the 

newspaper chose to show a photo of Regent Park, a neighbourhood which is well known as 

one of Toronto's poorest neighbourhoods while at the same time associated with high levels 

of crime. The focus is taken away from crime and moved to that of the neighbourhood in 

which the offender lives, thus supporting the belief that poverty and overcrowding produce 

"escalating" incidents of crime, especiaily by youth. Quite ofien, "if you Iive in those @oor) 

areas, you're stereotyped as having that kind of lifestyle" (Zatz, 1987: 135). 

Just as living in a poor neighbourhood is associated with being stereotyped as a dmg 

dealer, crack addict, criminal, et cetera, youth are also stereotyped. Although youth are often 

stereotyped simply because of their age, they are also stereotyped because of their dress. The 

ndilt population seems to associate the fashions of today, baggy jeans, bal1 cap, basketball 

jackets, et cetera, with being a troublemaker and/or criminal. Society also associates the 

wearing of a bandanna with gang mernbership and thus gang activity. However, such is not 

always the case. The stereotyping of youths who Wear bandannas as gang members is 
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similar to the stereotyping that was associated with otlier fàshion styles of previous time 

periods (Le. skinheads. mods and rockers, et cetera). There are many youths who wear such 

clothes simply because they are the "in" thing. and there are others who commit crimes and 

just happen to be wearing such clothes. However, it is not the clothes that make youth 

commit crime. If such were the case, then crime would increase and decrease as fashions 

changed. However, despite the fact that fashions corne and go, crime has a l w y s  k e n  

around. 

Ekcep f ion as Rde:  

The theme of Ekception as Rule is broken down into four categorïes (See Table 1.7). 

Taking sensational, rare events and making them appear cornmonplace is the focus of this 

theme. Since news is the reporting of new and unusual events, this theme is quite cornmon 

and thus many examples can be found in the articles collected for this study. 

I Table 4.7: 

See Appendix B for specifics 
N = 1 missing case 

t 

MEDIA PRESENTATION THEME: 
EXCEPTION AS RULE 

YO 

29.7 

17.5 
1 

42.2 

10.5 

100 

Rare, sensational events as common 

Serious violent youth as regular 

Ordinariness of Community 

Other' 

TOTAL 

n 

107 

63 

f 52 

38 

360 
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One cxample crin bc found in thc atrcady mcntioned case of the 14 year old boy who 

murdered the seven year old in a "ritual" wherein he thought he would gain the power to fly 

if  he killed the seven year old. Innocence is usualIy implied/assumed when a seven and 14 

year old are discussed. The hct that the newspaper reportings constantly reported the fact 

that the "murderer" was only 14 years old reinforces the fact that he is only a child. The way 

in which the incident is sensationally described reinforces the fact that the murderer is a 

youth living in a "normal" community. The emphasis on the fact that the boy got the idea 

from watching a rnovie implies that such serious violent bebaviour could occur with any of 

our youth. The depiction of the event as a "ritual" carries with it the connotation that the 

behaviour is usuaWcomrnon. UsuaIly it is the randomness of crimes that have a general 

tendency to increase the fear of crime; however, whichever definition of the terni " ritual" one 

uses - "a way of behaving or a series of actions which people regularly carry out in a 

particular situation, because it is their custorn to do so" or "a religious service or other 

ceremony which involves a series of actions performed in a fixed order" (Collins Cobuild 

Enolish Dictionary, 1995: 1438)- the use of the term impIies that the act was not random but 

rather routine. The fact that such a horrific act was not randorri but rather, to a certain extent, 

planned is also scary and raises the question of, who is to say that the youth next door would 

not carry out the same act? 

Aside from youth as offenders, when ihe issue of youth a s  victim is examined. the 

Exception as Rule also applies. Generaily speaking, individuals such as physicians, teachers, 

correctional workers, judges, priests, et cetera are weli respected, tmsted, and 

upkeeperdobeyers of the law. However, when incidents where such trust has been broken 

are made public, the public is quick to make assumptions about that "profession" rather than 

that one individual. Within the articles collected, there are numerous articles discussing 
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breach of trust by individuals in positions of' trust (es: correctional workers. attorneys. 

friends of children's parents, relatives. et cetera) against youth. When such an incident 

occurs, it may be an isolated incident. however. it is otien portnyed as a usuaI ancilor 

recumng incident which quickly has all parents wonied that their child may be sesuriity 

abused by their sporting coach, camp counseIlor. church pastor or even a relative. Articles 

such as "Crown attorney invites hookers to his home" (Guelph Mercury, July 5, 1996: A6). 

which discusses incidents of paying for sex with minors when a crown attorney invited teen 

hookers to his house; "Medical care for teen inmates questioned" (The Record, June 27. 

1996: A6), or "Guards told us to riot: inmate" (The Toronto Sun, June 14. 1996: News 44) 

discuss the lack of proper care for young offenders in a ccrrectional facility in which. during 

a riot that occurred within the facility, guards were accused of assaulting and denying proper 

medical treatrnent to the youth. Individuais such as crown attorneys and conectiond faciIiv 

workers are generally taken as individuals who uphold the law and when one. or a few. such 

individuals do the opposite and break the law. people begin to question the respect held for 

people in such positions of authority and trust. Even articles such as "Man jailed 5 years for 

raping teenager" (The Toronto Star, May 16, 1996: X O ) ,  which discusses an incident in 

which a young female !vas taken to an d e r  hours club by two men she knew, given beer and 

then after accompanying them back to their house, raped, are presented in such a way as to 

appear to be cornrnon everyday incidents. Although it could be argued that the fifteen year 

old girl should have known better than to go to an after hours club, dnnk beer andfor go back 

to the men's house, the two "adult" men knew that what they were doing was against the law 

and that by comrnitting such acts they were breaking the trust the girl had in them. people 

she knew and trusted. One may also blame the parents: afier al], why was their daugliter out 

during the hotirs when an afier hours club would be open, and where were they when al1 this 
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was happening? Dcspite such justif'tcations, the article still presents the incident in such a 

way that parents begin to question the sûfety of their children with pcopIe they know and 

tmst (Le. babysitters. relatives, close friends). The more such incidents are portrayed in the 

media. the more the public's trust in other "respected" individuais is weakened. 

Another sub-category of the Exception as Rule theme is the fact that the young offender 

is described as the "youth next door." One way the media do this is by releasing descriptions 

of young offenders that could describe almost any youth, even the teenager next door. For 

esample, one article describes a violent murderer with a Canada-wide arrest warrant as an 

" 18 year old male. 6 feet tdl, 180 pounds with close-cropped brown hair" (Siaying drngnet 

covers Canada, The Toronto Star, June I,2 1996: A7). This not only describes the offender 

but also many other 18 year old males in the Toronto area and thousands across Canada. By 

releasing such a vague description, the public is likely to Iook at anyone fitting that 

description as the offender, even if such an individual has no knowledge of the incident. 

Even if they know that their neighbour who fits the description of the suspect is not the 

suspect, they are likely to seriously consider the fact that if someone of such a "normal" 

description is able to commit such a heinous crime then what is to stop the youth next door 

from doing the same. 

Another example of a dangerous offender being described as the "guy next door." 

however yozrth victirn related rather than youth ofender relafed, can be seen in the many 

articles published on the Paul Bernardo case. At the same time that Paul Bernardo was k i n g  

described as a rapist and rnurderer, and the horrific and gruesome details of the acts released. 

he was also being described as a guy you could take home to mom. Also, the fact that 

Bernardo Iived in St. Catherines, a rathcr srnall and retatively quiet Southem Ontario town. 

rcinforces the ordinariness of the cornmunity in which the offender lived and the rnurdcrs 
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took place. Claiming iliat "'Supercops' needed to caicli next Bemardo" (Tlic Cicicl ph 

Mercury, July 16. 1996: A6) not only implies that such an ollénder and criminal behaviours 

are common. i t  also. through the portrayal of serial offenders as calculating, sman. elusive 

and one step ahead of the law, implies that not only are such crirninals very dan, tTerous but 

also that they are at large within our community because they outsmart the police and that 

only by creating "supercops" c m  such offenders be captured. 

In vocnf ion o f  Eknerts: 

The theme of lnvocaiion of Erperts is broken down into four categones (See Table 4.8). 

In today's society. generally speaking, a patient takes a doctor's word for tmth, respects the 

word of a piest and believes the information given by a teacher to be correct and backed by 

years of knowledge. Al1 in d l ,  such "experts" are respected in their field and thus their 

knowledge and expertise. 

Table 4.8: 

MEDIA PRESENTATION THEME: 
INVOCATION OF EXPERTS 

I i 

Expertise of professionals 

Attention drawn to profile of youth 

132 

Al1 youth potential threat 

TOTAL 1 323 1 100 

67 

O ther' 

See Appendix B for specifics 
N = l missinç case 

40.87 

102 

/ 
20.74 

22 

1 
31.58 ( 
6.8 1 

I 
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I t  is the credibility associated with the ierrn "expert" tliat allows what they say to be 

respected and taken for tmth. It is aIso because of this respect and legitimate authority that 

the media use quotes fiom "experts" to strengthen the point they are trying to convey in their 

article. One of the main uses for invoking the statements from an "expen" is to prcsent 

and/or reinforce the mental condition of the offender; that slhe is mentally incompetent. 

insane andor psychotic. For example, an article about a teen who was killed ends with the 

sentence, "Shoup's lawyer asked a judge 1 s t  week to declare his client incompetent to stand 

trial. Experts testified during a hearing that Shoup isn't competent" (Dozibts shadow Fioridci 

leen, The Toronto Star, May 27, 1996: News 7). leaving the reader with the belief that the 

offender who, according to this article the "Daytona Beach police have a very strong case 

against (because) they say he confessed, and he knew details that only someone who had 

been there could know." (Doubts shadoiv Fhrida teen, The Toronto Star, May 27. 1996: 

News 7). is getting away with murder. An 18 year old is killed. and according to this article. 

the 19 year old murderer may not even stand trial for the act  In this case, the medium uses 

the testimony of experts to, in a sense, justiQ the 19 year old's act an act that appalled many 

upon initially hearing about i t  The media do not even have to mention who the experts are 

or what their title is (i.e psychiatrist) in order for what they Say to have some sort of impact 

on die believability of the statement In the article about the 14 year old boy who killed the 

7 year old after getting the idea from a movie is the following excerpt: 

Menzies, testifying as a prosecution witness, contradicted defence experts who said 

Charles. 14, was too mentally il1 to be held responsible for his actions. They (the prosecution 

via Menzies) suggested "Charles didn't see his victim as a human, but as an object whose 

dcath \vas necessary to fulfil his deluded plan to gain the power to fly." (Docror scys ho)? 

cnvore of'kiiling, Guelph Mercury. June 26, 1996: A6). Nowhere in the article is there any 
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rncntion of who Mcnzics is bcyond the t'rict tlint he is a witness testifLing for the prosecution 

against defence "experts"; yet his suggestion that Charles. a 14 year old killer, did not see his 

victim as human reinforces the general kar of youth by the public. Given that there is no 

mention ofexactiy who Menzies is (Menzies is not the "Doctor" referred to in the headline 

of the article), and the fact that he could, although not likely, be a homeless person off the 

Street whose knowledge of the incident is based solely on information presented in the news. 

when the media present him/her as "a witness testifying against defence 'experts"' (Doctor 

suys boy avare of killing, GueI~h Mercury, June 26, 1996: A6), what he has to Say becomes 

taken as "expert knowledge" and given more credibility than it may be worth. 

Although it is most disturbing when we hear about an individual who views another 

human being not as  a human but rather "as an object whose death is necessary to M f i I  his 

deluded plan to gain the power to fly" (Doctor says boy alvore of killing, Gueluh Mercuty. 

June 26. 1996: A6). it becornes even more disturbing when that individual is only 14 years 

old. Society tends to think of a 14 year old boy as innocent, not yet experienced in the hatred 

that exists in the "adult" world and generalfy someone who needs to be protected from the 

dangers of society. Kowever, when such evil is presented, we fer1 anger towards, and want 

to punish, the young child but at the sarne time want to protect herhim from h m  as s/he is 

only a chiid. ïhat is, this news generates conflict. 

Another use of experts is to create the image that youth crime is violent and a world wide 

threat, By using the word "dragnet," a method used by police to catch suspected criminals 

wherein a large number of police oficers search a specific area in the hope that they wiIl 

eventualIy find the person they are looking for (Collins Cobuild Enrilish Dictionaq, s.v. 

"dragnet": 501), in the title of tlie article, and the sentence, "Metro Police have issued a 

Canada-wide arrest warrant" to begin the article, the seriousness of the situation and tlie 
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dangerousness of thc offènder become evident. The use of the words "killer." "gunncd 

down." "bullet ripped through the body." and "he is considered dangerous and ... armrd" 

(Shying clragnei covers Cunudu, The Toronto Star, June 12. 1996: A7) al1 add to [lie 

frightening depiction of the offender and the incident. Afier al1 the situation of the offender 

must be extremely serious if the "Metro Police" have issued a "Canada-wide u r m t "  right? 

The youth is no longer just a threat to the Metro Toronto area but to Canada as a whole. The 

possibility of the dangerous offender being anywhere in Canada and no longer j ust in Metro 

Toronto increases Canada's fear of the youth. The shift in focus from local to Canada- widr 

coincides with the research on local versus non-local crime reporting wherein people 

generally have a greater fear of crime when they read andior hear about an incident that 

occurred in their own neighbourhood versus one that occurred in someone else's 

neighbourhood across the country. 

Experts can also increase the fear of crime by claiming that the incident \vas random in 

nature. In general. randomness of criminal behaviour increases the fear of crime and one's 

fear of being victimized. When a detective daims that, "To my knowledge, it was strictly 

a random act" (,l4ixzp Ieuves srab vichz's kin in [imbo, The Toronto Sun, June 1 1, 1996: 

News 4), he creates a fear in readers that such an incident couid happen to them or someone 

they know and love. Claims by experts that the incident was random reinforces the 

perceived increase in randomness of crime and ultimately the fear of crime. 

Another use of experts by the media is through statistics. Whether it be an actual 

individual "expert" citing statistics or simply statistics from Statistics Canada, et cetera 

mentioned in the article without reference to a specific "expert," statistics are quite forceful. 

but often misleading. The media most often use statistics to present an image of increasing 

crime as well as ille violent nature of crime. In an article discussing the claim that the 
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privatintion of liquor storcs has al lrgcdly increased youth liquor offenses (Pt=ivri[i=~rtion 

Nicrrccses yotifh lit--ilor offenses, The Record. June 19. 1996: A1 2). the article begins with a 

statistic, "The number of minors caught with alcohol has doubled- since the Alberta 

govenunent privatized liquor stores in 1993. Edmonton police statistics show" in which the 

use of the word "doubled" implies a large increase in such offenses. However. the article 

does not speciQ what the rate has doubled to. The rate of such offenses may have been at 

ten and increased to twenty which still rnay not be considered a significant number, with ail 

things considered. The article also neglects to include any other possible reasons for a 

"doubling" of incidents (Le. more youth in Edmonton in the 12-17 age group. change in 

definition or policing of such offenses, closer scrutiny of liquor store workers in terms of 

reporting underage youth trying to purchase liquor, et cetera). The media also tend to use 

percentages to imply a larger increase of such incidents. Such a technique is often 

misleading. For exarnple, if an article were to report that youths charged with a liquor 

related offense have nsen to eleven percent, that may sound like a large increase. however. 

it may have originally been arten percent before privatization and although any increase malt 

seem significant to some, the total percentage of youth committing such offenses is only 

eleven percent. The use of statistics in the title of this article is also misleading because if 

one were to simply read the title of the article she may automatically assume that liquor 

offenses by youth have increased everywhere (i.e. across Canada) since liquor stores have 

been privatized, however, the "doubling" effect is only being reported fiom "Edmonton 

police statistics" (Privafiration increuses youth liqlror offenses, The Record, June 1 9. 1 996: 

A 17). Sometimes statistics are given, and taken for tmth by readers, without substantiating 

the origin of such figures. An exarnple of this can be found in an article where. in a 

discussion by Charles Hamick, Ontario's Attorney Genenl and Minster of Nat ive AFfairs on 
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Iiis visit to Fergus, Ontario to "mrikc a major govcmment announcemcnt and discusscs ywth 

crime." (Yorffh crime fonts of I-hrnickk nwssqe ,  The Guelnh Mercurv. July 3 1. 1996: AS). 

the article is not filied with statistics but one such figure is given: "Citing his own statistics. 

the focus of Harnick's address was on the plague of youth crime which makes up. hc: said. 

20 percent of dl crime in Canada." (Yorrth crime foczrs of Harnick's message. The G u e i ~ h  

Mercuw, July 3 1,1996: A5). However. no mention is given of where he sot such a figure. 

Because H d c k  is presented by the media as an "expert" it would not matter whether if he 

stated the youth crime rate as being 20% or 80%, the fact that he is an "espert" gives 

credibility to the statistic. Also, it is not necessarily the percentage, but rather the way it is 

presented, and by whom, that gives it  its seriousness. 

Victirnizntion as Discursive Merhm isili: 

This theme of Vicrimizurion as Discrtrsive Mecha~lisrn is broken d o ~ m  into five 

catego ries (See Table 4.9). The theme involves descri bing experiences intended to evoke 

very primai, passionate responses to fear of crime and potential victimization and in doing 

so involves the use of te;utuaI, and often pictorial, depictions of victims. The media portrayai 

of criminal events is often discursive in nature in that much of what is described and detailed 

is not necessarily relevant and only given to make the crime and the offender seem more 

heinous. 



Table 4,9: 

In a "letter to the editor," a Toronto Star reader writes, 

MEDIA PRESENTATION THEME: 
VICTIMIZATION AS DISCURSIVE MECHANISM 

Does the Star have a conscience? 1s mankind served by publishing blow-by-biow 
details of sexual assauIts, including accounts of touching genitalia? Or is The Star 
catering to the sick few who consider someone else's agony as entertainment? What 
of the fact that one of the girls whose agony is being described in detail is oniy 13 
years old? 1s this not exploitation similar to printing child pornography? (Assatrlr 
details sickening, The Toronto Star, July 20, 1996: C3) 

Although this statement specifies the Toronto Star as the culprit of such "exploitation," it c m  

YO -- 
4 1-88 

19.97 

18.52 

15.10 

4.55 

100.01 

n 

and does apply to al1 media which employ such reporting styles. This particular individuai 

See Appendix i3 for specifics 
N = I missing case 

Victim presented evokes passion 

Victim enhances fear of youth 

Create empathy for criminai justice system 

Youth seen as victim of dangerous society 

O ther' 
-- - - 

TOTAL 

questions the medium and its discursive news reporting and whether or not it is necessary. 

258 

123 

114 

9 1 

28 

616 

According to this reader, and probably many others, it is not. So, why, if readers like this 

one do not feel it is mord to present such details, do the media continue to do so? Because 

it selis papers. This issue rnay not be a problern that lies with the media as they are reporting 

what people supposedly wmt to readhear and ultimately what they buy, but rather, i t  says 

a Lot about our society. Although many people, as does this individual, think that people wlio 

read such "exploitation" are "sick," the majority of people do in fact read such articles. While 
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somc people cnjoy articles on the environment/naturc and othen enjoy sports. a large 

proportion of people readllisten to crime related articles. Victimization as a discursive 

mechanism plays a large role in the creation and continuance of a moral panic. 

Quite often the victim is described as a struight A stzdent, lovingfi~ther (usuall y of a 

young child), or a quiet individuul who kept to him/herselfcrnrl bothered no one. Describing 

the victim as innocent and unprovocative and/or the offender as psychotic helps us esplain 

why the event happened and helps us justifj the cal1 for stricter sentences. One article's main 

purpose was to report on the fact that "the famiiy of murder victim Michael Amam- 

Ewaschuk waited in vain yesterday for his accused killer to show up in College Park court" 

(ibfLmp lemes stab victim's kin in limbo, The Toronto Sun, June 1 1, 1996: News 4) only to 

find out that the court date had been switched without notiQing the victirn's family. Despite 

the fact that this was al1 the information that needed to be given since the story had received 

heavy coverage only a few days earlier when specific details about the murder and the victim 

had been released, the article goes on to descnbe the incident and the victim. "(the victim) 

was at the subway station to take his girlfiiend home for her 1 130 p.m. curfew" and "He was 

doing everything he should be doing and he's dead ... they lefi in a group because of the safety 

issue and it didn't work," and "The two sweethearts never missed a curfew. She (the 

girlfriend's mother) could 'set a dock' by the hvo of them" (Mkup leaves stab victim's kin 

in limbo, The Toronto Sun, June 1 1, 1996: News 4) portray the victim not only as innocent 

but also as a good son and boyfiiend. The presentation of the victim to evoke passion and 

as a victim of a dangerous society relates to the Deconte~zcalization of Crime theme in that 

the focus of  the article is being removed from the crime and often the offender and is beinp 

clianged to focus on the presentation of the victim in an emotional manner. The use of 

pictures is often used to gain the attention and sympathy of readers. This is the case with 
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regard to tliis article where a picture of a solcmn looking stcp-father is includcd nest to a 

quote from the step-father about how his step-son was a good son, "was doing al1 that he 

should be doing ..." (iMktp Ieavcsstub vicfim!~ kin in limbo, The Toronto Stin, June I 1. 1996: 

News 4). The article is also placed next to a large picture of the victim's mother and the 

victim's girlfriend's mother embracing each other with tears in their eyes. A third and 

separate picture located next to the article and within the larger picture of the mothers 

embracing each other is a picture of the victim standing, dressed like a "normal" grade i 1 

boy. Consistent with idea of the media's discursive reporting style is the article about the 

14 year old who killed the 7 year old. Aside from providing the necessary details to report 

the incident (i.e. incident involved murder, offender got the idea of the murder from watching 

a movie, et cetera) and the emphasis on the age of the offender and the victim. the media 

continue to report the gmesome details of the murder, "stabbed at least four times and 

bludgeoned with a rock and a beer bottle ... and then cooked his victim's flesh on the stove" 

(Tecn inflrienced by horrorfilm killed 7-year-old, court hears, The Record, June 19, 1996: 

D 12), and "cut strips of skui zind flesh off the (victim's) dead body" (Neglect ofyouth blnmed 

iri kiZZing, The Toronto Sun, June 24, 1996: News 28), in order to evoke strong compassion 

for the victim and a general fear of youth. 

The Vicrimizution as Discursive Mechanism theme also incorporates a portrayal of 

empathy for the criminal justice system. The medium ofien presents articles that portray al1 

youth as knowing that they cannot be charged with a crime if under the age of 12. or even 

if between the ages of 12 and 17 inclusive, that they will "get off easy" (See Appendis C. 

Figure 4.1). The medium also portrays to its readen that the criminal justice system. as well 

as society, has its hands tied with regard to what it c m  and cannot do with troubling youth 

(See Appendix C, Figure 4.2). 
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DVERALL IDEOLOGICAL PRESENTA TION AND MORAL PA NIC: 

P;iblic Perception of Yorrtfi: 

When looking at the results of Public perception ofyortth it is important to rcmember 

that the data tvere not taken from any sort of opinion polVsurvey nor did it involve the author 

of the article specificaIly saying that the public's perception of youth was positive, negative 

or neutral. Rather. it involves a subjective judgement as to whether. after having read the 

article, the reader's perception of youth would be positive, negative or neutrai. Results of 

these data (See Table 4.10) show that a negative perception of youth occurred in 42.42% of 

the articles while a positive perception of youth occurred in 26.40% of the articles. This 

supports the assumption made eadier that, even though the media may daim there to be 

balanced news reporting, results fiom these data show that almost half of the articles present 

a negative portrayal of youth. The fact that yyoth are more often portnyed in a negative. 

rather than positive. marner plays a large roIe in the creation and maintenance of a moral 

panic. If the public is constantly being bombarded with negative reports about youth, not 

oniy will they come to believe such to be the truth but they will also Iook to justib their 

negative perception by finding more negative portrayals. Their overall impression of youth 

will have a negative overtone, despite any positive reports they might be presented with. 

Table 4.10: 

PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF YOUTH 
I I 

Negative 1 302 
I ! 42-24 II 

-- ~p 

Positive 188 

TOTAL 

26.29 
A 

N = I missing crise 

715 1 O0 



Pirblic Fear of Youth: 

Once again, the measurement of the variable. Publicfeur ofyozd~. was done subjectively 

and based on whether afier having read the article the rcader's fear of youth (in genrral) 

would increase, decrease, or remain neutral. The results of these data (See Table 4.1 1 ) show 

that 35.66% of the articles would, afier having read the article. increase the reader's fear of 

youth. In 9.93% of the articles, the reader's fear would decrease and in 54.4 1 % of the articles 

the reader's fear of youth would remain neutral. This supports the notion that newspaper 

reporting has a large impact on creating fear arnong its readers and ulrimately in creating and 

maintaining a moral panic. 

Table 4.1 1 : 

N = ! missing case 

- - . 

PUBLIC FEAR OF YOUTH 

Proposed Soiiitioit to Yotttlr Crime f anic: 

Increase ' 

Decrease 

Neutra1 

TOTAL 

Consistent with numerous surveys and public opinion polls (Decima Research. 1993: 

Hamagel & Baron, 1995; Sprott. 1 W6) ,  the results of this study (Sec Table 4.12) reveal that 

more interirution and stricter pirni.shmen~s seem to be the iiiost commorily proposed 

R 

254 

7 f 

3 89 

715 

% 

35.66 

9.93 

54.4 1 

1 O0 
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sol utions found in the youtli crinic rclatcd articles (57.76%). 32.0 1 % proposed ntorc 

commimi~y/~~ocicrl j~isfice as a solution and 1 0.23% of the articles presented a sol ut ion of 

interven~ion andstticter pmishmen~s conzhirzed ivith more cornmz~nity/sociuZ ~ Z I S I ~ C * ~ .  This 

tinding is consistent with the general belief that the Yozing 0ffe~ier.s Act is too lenient and 

that youth are "getting off fiee." In an extensive. non-random sample survey done by Reid- 

MacNevin (1997) of 253 respondents throughout Ontario. when asked what in their 

estimation would be the most usehl remedy for the preseiit young offender system in 

Canada, the fact that the most common response \vas "Rehabilitation" (2 1.4%) is inconsistent 

with the fact that the present study reveals that the most commonly proposed solution in the 

newspapers was intervention and stricter punishments, suggesting that the Young Offe~eildci-s 

ilchs too Ienient. Aithough this smdy of youth crime in the newspapers suggest that stricter 

punishments are the answer, the study done by Reid-MacNevin (1997) reveals that 

involvement with parents (26.9%). more cornmunity involvement (22.5%) and the promorion 

of education (1 9.6%) are above stricter legislation (1  8.7) in ternis of proposed solutions to 

prevent youth crime in the future. The results found in this midy become important. as well 

as dangerous, when considered nrxt to the fact that the results found by Reid-MacNevin 

(1 997) revealed diat those individuals who reported that their main source of information 

about young offenders was the newspaper or television were more likely to report that there 

was not enough punisiment or consequences for youth, the Young Ofenders Act did not 

provide a deterrent and that there were too many rights afforded to youth (80%) compared 

with those individuals who had persona1 or main involvement with youth crime (66%) or 

relied on their persona1 opinion (68%). What was also compelling was the fact that. while 

the rnajority of respondents provided information that suggested that the legislation kvas too 

lenient with respect to youth, those individuals who relied on newspapers or television u-ere 



icast likely to suggcst that the most pressing problem with tlic young offender systcm in 

Canada was iack of rehabilitation. prevcntion or follow-up ( 1  2.3%) while those who relied 

on their training in school on the Yoi(ng Offenders Acf or their personal opinion were more 

likely to list this as the most pressing problem (26% and 32% respcctively). As men tioned 

earlier, most people do not realize that young offenders often receive harsher penalties as 

young offenders than they would if tned and punished as an adult because. while adults are 

eligible for parole and thus rnay serve one third less of the sentence originally sentenced to 

serve, young offenders are not eligible for early release. 

Table 4.12: 

Ideologies Present: 

PROPOSED SOLUTION TO YOUTH CRIME 

The results of the data for Ideologies Present (See Table 4.13) are consistent with the 

resul ts for Proposed sollifion to yorith crime in that crime contra! appeared most frequentl y 

in the articles (32.40%), with FVclfnre (25.25%), Communiry Change (23.54%), and Jzrsiicc 

( 1 8.8 1 %) al1 falling in order tliereafter. 

Solution: 

More intervention. stricter 

More community/social justice 

Both 

TOTAL 
N = 1 missing 

n 

175 

97 

3 f 

302 

% 

57.76 

32.0 1 

10.23 

1 O0 
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II Crime Control 1 322 1 32.40 
I I 

n Total O h  of 
" Checked" 
Ideologies 

Justice 

WeIfare 

TOTAL 1 994 1 I O0 
N = f rnissing case 

Community Change 1 234 
I 

While the previous variabIe, Ideologies prescrit. is very sirnilar to Predominmt Ideology 

A-esented, the former involves the "checking" of any of the four ideologies that apply to eacli 

article (Le. more thm one ideology can be found in each article), whiie the latter involves 

oniy the predorninant ideology presented (i.e. oniy one can be chosen for each article). The 

predominant ideo1ogy is the ideology that cornes across the strongest in the article. A 

frequency tabdation of this variabie is consistent with Ideologies Present and Proposeci 

solzïtion to Yorrth Crime in that crime control is presented as the predominant ideology in 

3S.8% of the sirticles sampled (See Table 4.14). 

187 

25 1 

23 -54 

18.8 1 

25.25 



Table 4-14: 

- - 

II PREDOMINANT IDEOLOGY PRESENTED 

Ideology: n ?% 

Crime Control 204 38.8 

Justice 69 13-14 

Wel fase 1 120 1 22.86 

No Predominant Ideology 6 1.14 
* 

II TOTAL / 525 1 100 

The results of the Overall Ideologiccd Presentcrrion and Moral Pmic section are 

consistent with each other in the fact that they reveal that the medium presents a general 

increase in the public's fear of crime via the negative portrayal of youth presented by the 

medium. with the main solution being that of intervention and crime control. 



CHAPTER 5: 

CONCLUSIONS 
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Alicr analyzing the data it bccomes cvident that the media's. and specifically 

ncwspapers'. prcscntation of youth do indeed have an impact on the creation and the 

continuance of a youth crime moral panic. M a t  is interesting to note is that. despite 

relatively equal news reporting, that is. approximately the same amount of positive and 

negative youth related artides reported, the overall presentation of negative articles is 

sensationalized so as to overpower the positive articles presented. It is this sensational 

reporting style of the negative youth related articles, and specifically those youth crime 

related. that create an image of youth crime as being "out of control" and something to be 

feared. 

In general, the medium presents youth as troubled and troubling with the perception that 

incidents of crime committed by such individuals are increasing. becorning more random. 

and more violent in nature. Despite statistics and academic writing, as mentioned earlier. 

that prove such not to be the case. the generai overtone and perception of youth is  negative. 

It is not only through the inclusion of specific information (i.e. graphic details of a 

crime) that instills a fear of youth in the public, but also the omission of relevant information 

(i.e. reasons why the crime occurred; self-defense, et cetera) that conmbute to the creation 

and continuance of a mord panic. Research (See chapter 2) has shown that the fear of crime 

increases when one believes the incident to be randorn and/or in their local vicinity (Pryor. 

1993). 

This thesis has been divided into three main sections, ail of which play an important part 

in the creation and substantiation of a youth crime moral panic. One of the main influences 

on the creation and maintenance of a mon1 panic is the media's presentation of articles. The 

results of this study are consistent with previous resench done by Liska and Baccaglini 

( 1990) which revcaled that placement of the article within the paper had rn effect on the 
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rerider's kar. As t'or the sizc (newsholc space) of youtli crime relaieci articlcs vcrsus non 

youtli crime related articles, a signitïcant relationship revealed that. in gencral. youtti crime 

related articles take up more space in terms of newshole space than non youth crime rc1;itt.d 

articles. Continuing from this assumption is the assurnption that youth crime related articles 

would also take up more space on the total area of the news page. It  is interesting to note 

that such a rehtionship was not significant and that despite this, the percentage of headline 

space for total article size was significant. indicating that, in general. youth crime relatsd 

articles had a larger percentage of headIine space for total article than non-youth crime 

related articles. This is understandable in light of the fact that headlines are witten by 

someone different than that of who wrote the actual article. 

The second section in this thesis discussed Variables used to Describe Article. The 

media, and in particular newspapers, rnisrepresent incidents of youth crime by 

sensationalizing rare incidents so as to make them appear as everyday occurrences. In such 

a presentation, tliere is a tendency to emphasize the most sensational. unespected. and 

dramatic aspects of youth behaviour. While the medium's portrayal of youth crime escalates 

the threat of crime it also de-emphasizes the fact that most youth crime is property related. 

What is most interesting to note is that, while officia1 statistics by Statistics Canada report 

property offenses as accounting for almost half of the caseload in youth courts (1 994-95) and 

violent offences as accounting for oniy twenty-one percent, results from this study reveal 

almost the opposite with violent crime accounting for more than fifty percent and property 

offences accounting for oniy seven percent of the total crimes presented in the newspapers. 

Although the medium presents violent crime as being most the frequent offence committed 

by youth. the actual fact is that the majority of crimes committed by youths are property 

oî'fenscs. By overrepresenting violent crime and underestimating crimes against propcrty. 
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the medium incrcascs an individual's fcar o f  bcing victirnized and fear ofyouth çcncnlly. 

[t is also interesting to note that thc most predominant ideology in presenting these .*tacts" 

was a crime control perspective emphasizing harsti responses to crime. This is in kceping 

with the earlier discussion about the role of policing in reducing pubIic fear of crime. 

These descriptive variables al1 contribute to the sensational reportinç style of the 

negative youth related articles, however, it is the exogenous variables that realIy contribute 

to the creation and existence of a moral panic. It is interesting to note that the themes 

suggested by Schissel(1996. 1997) as comrnon within crime related articles and relating to 

the existence of a moral panic were also comrnon within the articles sarnpled. The use of 

these themes and their sub-categories support the fact that it is not necessarily d ~ a t  is 

presented by also how it is presented that influences the reader and creates ancilor increases 

the fear of victimization by youth. 

Given the above findings, it is also the oved l  ideological presentation of the article that 

maintains a general impression of youth as "out of control" and something to be feared. The 

descriptive and exogenous variables (above) combine to create an overall negative portrayal 

of youth and it is this portrayal that exacerbates the public fear of ail youth. In the majority 

of the articles (42.42%), the reader, after having read the article(s), would be lefi with an 

overall negative perception of youth. This is consistent with the fact that, afier having read 

the articles, the reader's fear of youth would most likely increase (35.66%). While a small 

percentage of articles (9.93%) might decrease the reader's fear of youth. the overpowering 

impact of negative portrayals of youth appears to be predominant and overriding. 

With regard to a proposed solution to youth crime panic, it is interesting to note that the 

most comrnonly proposed solution in the media reports was more iniervcnrion and srricfer 

pt/nishrnenls yet in the study by Reid-MacNevin (1997), when asked what in their estimation 
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would be the most uscful rcmedy for ihc prcsent young oflimier systcm in Canada. thc most 

common response was "Rehabilitation." This suggests that the media's conccrn with 

responding to what is perceived to be the opinions and perceptions of the senerd public is 

in conflict with the fact that there may be quite different approaches held by the public at 

large. The influence of the media and the political arena seem to be working in concert to 

maintain not only a negative image of youth but a more punitive approach in deding with 

young people. 

This thesis speaks to the fact that a moral panic exists surrounding youth. and more 

specificaily young offenders, despite statistics and scholarly research which prove such not 

to be the case. In demonstrating the influence that the media, and more specifically 

newspapers, have on the creation and continuance of a moral panic, it is n e c e s s q  to discuss 

the influence that politics and economics have on the ideologies and thernes that influence. 

and are evident, in newspaper reporting (See Figure 5.1). It is through the ideologies (crime 

control, justice, welfare, and cornrnunity change) and themes (Youth Crime as MoraIiy Play, 

Decontextualization of Crime', Exception as Rule, Invocation of Experts, and Victimization 

as Discursive Mechanism) as well as the rnany descriptive variables (Le. percentage of 

headline space per total article size, newshole space, section and page location of article, et 

cetera) that the medium cornes to present a negative image of youth. and ultirnately. youth 

as troubled and troubling (See Figure 5.1) 



FIGURE 5.1 - The Creation and C u i i t i i i i i r n c e  of a Y o i i t l i  Crime Moral  Panic 111 

- - * -  - - Relationship but not 
main focus of thesis. 

INDIVIDUAL 
AND 

COLLECTIVE 

MEDIA PRESENTS 
NEGATl VE 

IMAGE OF YOUTH 

(DESPITE POSITIVE 
EFFORTSIPORTRAYAL) 

YOUTH SEEN AS 
TROUBLED 

AND 
TROUBLING 

(MORAL PANIC) 
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Describiny the victims as "ordinriry" individuals. tlic o!fi.ndcr as young and psycliotic. 

and/or the event as erratic and unpredictable crcatcs a fcar ol'being victirnized and ultiniritcly 

a fear of al1 youth and young offenders in particular. The presentation of youth crime as 

random, violent. and ever-increasing leads to sensational reporting of negative youth related 

articles which. even if outnumbered by positive articles. Ieaves the readers with the notion 

that al1 youth are comrnitting violent, randorn criminal activities and that the number of such 

incidents is increasing in epidemic proportion despite official statistics and academic witing 

which prove such not to be the case. 

Implications of this Studv and Supestions for Future Research: 

Even though newspaper readership is down from previous years, the analysis of such a 

medium is important. Without such studies. the impact that the media. and in particular 

newspapers, have on creating moral panics would not be revealed. Revealing such an impact 

is important if one wants to understand why such a moral panic esists. determine if such is 

substantiated, especially if one wants to help curb such a moral panic. 

Although this study analyzed the distinction between fear of crime and acrl~ul crime 

rates and its relationship to evidence of a mord panic vis a vis youthful crime' there is stilI 

more that is yet to be demonstrated. One possible extension of this study could involve 

looking at whether youth crime related (negative) articles increase. decrease or remain the 

same during periods when children are out of school. Since this study involveci only a three 

month period in which articles were collected, it was not possible to examine changes in 

reporting frequency andlor style of youth and youth crime related articles when children were 

in school versus when school was out, A longer time period (i.e. one or two years) in which 

the articles are collected would allow such a relationship to be examined more accurately. 

Another possible extension of this study would be to examine individual storics to sre 
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if. as timc progrcsscs. the articles on that particular story bccome smaller in six. locritcd 

further back in the newspaper, et cetera. In addition to fotlowing the presentation style or 

a particular news story, examination of any changes in the focus of a news story as tirne 

progresses would allow for a better understanding of the relationship between the medium 

and the existence of a moral panic. For example, in June. the reporting of a news incident 

r n q  focus on the details of the crime while ignoring the offender's situation and then, in July. 

the focus may change to focus on the details surrounding the offender's situation (i.e. 

poverty). This study would aiso incorporate the five thernes presented by Schissel ( 1996) 

and used thmuphout this study. 

Continuing with the idea of content analysis, a similar study could be done in the Future 

which draws youth crime related articles from different newspapers than the ones used in this 

study. nie reasons for choosing the four newspapers used in this study were given in chapter 

3 in the discussion on sampling, however, the Globe and Mail would be a good newspaper 

to include in a future study. If choosing to do a national study it would be best to select. 

dong with the Globe & Mail, two newspapen from each large city across Canada. By 

choosing other newspapers, especially other srnall area newspapers. it would be possible to 

see if the results found within the four newspapers used here is similar to those found in 

another study with other newspapers or if the results found here only pertain to the specific 

newspapers chosen in this midy. A national snidy of a similar nature to this one could reveal 

interesting. and important, provincial differences and/or similarties. 

Although this study examines many aspects of the relationship between the media. in 

particular newspaper reporting, and the existence of a youth crime moral panic, there are sri11 

variables and concepts that could be examined to extend this siudy and broaden the 

linderstanding of such a relationship. 
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APPENDJX A 

(D 

Category 

VIOLENT CRIMES 

TYPE OF CRIME 
ivided Individuatly within Catcgories) 

0 Type of Crime Freq ucncy Perccn tagc 

Assau lt 
Hom ;cidelMurder 
Shoot h g  
Robbery 
Stabbing 
Attempted Murder 
Death Threats 
Gang Violence 
Child Abuse 
SIaying 
Manslaughhter 
Amed Robbery 
Assault with a Deadly Weapon 
Domestic Violence 
Hijacking 
Shooting by a Police Officer 
Hostage Taking 
Bombing 

1 TOTAL 

Shoplifiing 
Extort ion 
Breaking and Entering 
Thefi 

PROPERTY OFFENSES ' 1  
Arson 
2ar Theft 
Vandalism 

?restitution 
Zape 
Sexual Assault 1 

TOTAL 

SEX RELATED 
OFFENSES 

1 
1 
< 
b 

Child Pomography 
1 ndecent Exposure 
Paid Sex with a Minor 

TRAFFIC OFFENSES 

TOTAL 

Reckless Driving 
Hit and Run 
Driving While Uiidcr the Influence 

2 
4 

0.3 
0.6 

67 9.4 



TOTAL 

SUBSTANCE RELATED 
OFFENSES 

TOTAL 

1. 

1 .  
O. 

2. 

0.1 
O.. 
o. 

Drug Related Offences 
AIcohol/Drug Abuse 

STATUS OFFENSES Suicide 
Sex Among Teens 
Fornication 

II TOTAL 

MISCHIEF RELATED 
OFFENSES 

Riot 
Mischief 

l . ,  
o. 1 

CRIME IN CENERAL "Crime in General" 
"Nurnerous" 

Offenders Act" 

II TOTAL 

OTHER 

TOTAL 

Loitering 
Immigration Related 
Crirninal NegIigance 
Suspected Terrorism 
Underage Drinking 
Stalking 
Cruelty to Animals 
Verbal Assault (Fou1 Language) 
Threats 
Possession of a Prohibited Weapon 
Hate Crimes 
KidnappinglAbduction 

1 GRAND TOTAL 



APPENDlX B 

"OTHER" 

Ynuth Crime and Moralitv Plav: 

Decontextualization of Crime: 

Problem seen as being related to the fact that youth know they can get away with 
comrnitting crimes; youth see Young Offenders Act as a joke: 
ProbIem seen as being gatheringslgroups of youth 
Crime presented in a manner to alann public (re-publicize the killings in a sum up article of 
the crimes for that year; use descriptive language to make the crime sound more heinous) 
Discussed in tems of youth being "crirninaVirnrnoral" in tems of creating a story of abuse by 
prison guards rather than discussing the actual crime of abuse from guards; the crime that is 
recciving focus is the possibility that the injuries were inflicted by peers. Teens voices were 
lost. 
Solution is intervention witli community (not cutting youth programs bccause i ï  wiII only 
makc the problem worse) 
Prohlern related to drugs, drug environment in wliicli teen is exposed/itivolved 
Problem related to pcer pressure. evil spirits, scrious negativc ii~eiitcil stritc, persoiialitg 

Inappropriate care by adult authority other than parents: 
- Teacher abused position of trust" 
- Inappropriate care by facility workers/prison guards: they are the people who are 
suppose to ensure tlieir safety while in the facility but did not 
- Inappropriate care by adult you the teen trusted (a friend of the teen's father) 
- Crown attorney abused position of trust; an adult who is in a position of porver. trust and 
respect and who is suppose to uphold law not break it. 
- Educators not adequately teaching youth about chastic and providing them with 
informed choices 
- Irresponsibility of society; focus on society as deranged. low morals and values as a 
whoie 

Son sesually assadted his mother, the person he is suppose to respect and tisten to 
Frank by highschool students (cruelty to anirnals) 
Moral breakdown of youth; drugs 
Focus on inadequacy of social programs and treatment and the consequences of what 
abused, "untreated" children rnay become or do: if youtli programs cut crime problern will get 
worse 
The unreliability of youth (they daim abuse while other claim that injuries came not frorn 
prison officiais but otlier peer inmates 
Lack of positive role models 
Lack of respect (for oneself and others) by youths, no morals, no conscience 
Focus on irresponsibiIity of youth 
Looks at parents roies and attitudes about their children -- positive characteristics 
Focus on youth not listening to adult (even in such ordinary situations as firecracker safety) 
In order to protect youth (or any for that fact) from becorning a victim of crime law and order 
must be increased; more collaboration and sharing of resources to apprehend offenders 
Solution is to change the Young Offenders Act; seen as too ienient 



disorder, inspircd by iiiovie 
- Problcm scen as disrcspcctful youtli 
- Problem related to morality & judgements of police. too qiiick to judge youtli assume 

iiegative bchaviour 
- Problern rclated to/blamed on addiction problems of Ritalin within the farnily unit 
- Problem related tolblamed on mental illness, single parent 
- Problem related to racial tensiodinter-racial problems 
- Problem related to image of youth; peers code of silence ( 1  5-20 people saw the shooting of 

their friend but no one will corne fonvard with any evidence 
- Related to witnessing murder of rnother at age six 

Excention as Rule: 

- Youth (victim) is a celebrity (the youth is being stalked) 
- Draws attention to problem of pregnancy and/or disease because sex is common place 
- Offender is father's friend - draws attention to the fact that she knew and trusted the 

offender, the situation of getting into the car with thern was not out of the ordina- 
- Drarvs attention to the fact that the offenders were "East Indian" teens 
- Ernotionlessness of youth(s) is common 
- Discuss crime as occurring in such a safe vacation place 

Invocation of Exnerts: 

- Attention given by experts to the fact that suspect is mentafly retarded 
- Experts use sensational words and claim youth as a world rvide threat 
- Experts portray youth as eager to excel and are committed to their goals 
- Esperts use statistics to show crime is increasing (Le. crime doubled since last year) but do not 

explain that "doubled" rnay be increased by 2 since the rate of such crime the previous year was 
only S. 

- Experts portray serial offenders as cafculating, smart, elusive and one step ahead of the law 
- Experts claim randornness of crime; gives credential to the perceptionhelief that random crime 

is increasing ("To rny knowiedge, it was strictly a random act") 

Victimization as Discursive Mechanism: 

- Presentation of victim (victims are dead animal carcasses) to evoke passionate responses 
- Focus on inadequacy of social programs and treatment and what the victims (abused and 

"untreated" children) may become/do 
- Create empathy for parents; mother feels Ioss of control 
- Create empathy for the victims and their parents, if there had of been more collaboration and 

sharing of resources among police forces the offender (Bemardo) may have been caught and 
charged for previous criminal behavioun and would not have been able to commit die 
heinous crime of murder to which he is now charged. 

- Vict iin was hardly mentioned because tliey are young offenders and tliere is a pub1 ication ban 
on the case 

- Language cchosen to describe the incident; victims were "bludgconed" to deatli 



1 SO, YOUR PARENTS 
THREATENED 70 SPANK YOU, 1 RELAX, LEGALLY, YW CM7 
EVEN BE SPAMID FOR 1 MNDER AT OUR *GE... 

FIGURE 4.2 

FIGURE 4.1 

YWTH CRIME K 
DEFlNlTnY GEiTlN6 
OUT OF HAtJD, I 

Source: Toronto Sun. lunt: 12. 19%: 10. 
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Codina Sheets for Newspaper Content Analvsis: 
MEDIA PORTRAYAL OF YOUTH 

S. Reid-MacNevin 

Article Headline: 

Article Youth Crime Related? yes no 
I 

(i) Type of Crime(s): 

(ii) Type of Article: 
(a) Police Occurrence 
(b) Court Report 
(c) Sentencing 
(d) Victirn Related 
(e) Other: (S pecify ) 

J (1) Date of Newspaper: (day, month, year) / 

(2) Name of Newspaper: 

(3) Total # of Pages in Newspaper: 

(4) Section and Page of Present Article: 

(5) Newshole Space: (Inchesje. 8"w X 61): w X 1 

(6) Percentage of Headline Space for Total Article Size: % 

(7) Percrntage of Newshole Space for Article: % of total page 

Notes: 

1 



Articles Surroundina this Article: 

(a) Total # Ar!icles/Advertisementç on this Page: 

(b) Other Articles Youth Related? yes no 
I 

(i) Youth crime related? yes no 

(ii) Cross Reference I.D. #: 

(c) Other Articles Crime Related? v e s  no 
I 

(i) Type of Crime(s): 

(ii)Type of Article(s):cput n or articles in space 1 and 
PoPical idedogy (crime controt (cc). justice (j). wellare (w) ,community change (chg) in space 2) 

# articles ideoloav 

Police Occurrence 

Court Report 

Sentencing 

Victim Related 

Other: (specify) 

Type of Advertisements: no odvertising 
- retail- food 
- retail- large dept. store (Sears) 
- retail - cornputer/ofiÏce 
- retail- cars 
- retail - other (specify) 
- other: 

Notes: 

* L 



(9) THEMES BElNG PRESENTED IN ARTICLE: 'what is being said about 
the youth? 

(1 ) Youth Crime and Morality (moral breakdown, class privation, devolution of 
family values) 

(2) Decontextualkation of Crime (remove crime from socioeconomic context 
and recast in moralistic and ernotional frames; nihilistic behavior at a 
young age affronts collective desire to care for young because when 
young are corrupted, society must be rnorally self destructing) 

(3) Exception as Rule (using sensational accounts of murder and describing 
youth as boy next door) 

(4) Use of Experts (psychiatrists, etc to verify a youth crime wave) 

(5) Victimization as Discursive Mechanism ( evoke passionate responses and 
utilize family and cultural victimization Le. class and gendered based 
families as potential victimizers of their children) 

(6) Other: Attach sheets if necessary 

Notes: 



(1 0) Public Perception of Youth from Article: 

(a) Positive (b) Negative: 

Howlin What Way(s) (use example phrase): 

(b) Public Fear of Youth: - Increased? Decreased? 

Wow? (use example phrase) 

(c) Proposed Solution to Youth Crime Panic: 

- more intervention, stricter - more community/social justice 
I I 



I.D. #: 

(1 7 )  Political Ideolo~v Presented in Article: 

Crime Control: Yes no 

example phrase: 

Justice: Yes 

example phrase: 

Welfare: Yes 

example phrase: 

Communitv Chanae: Yes 

example phrase: 

Most predominant ideology presented: 

Notes: 



CODEBOOK 



CODEBOOK 

MEDIA ANALYSIS OF YOUTH REPORTING 
MAY-AUGUST 1996 

VARIABLE 
1DENTlFlER 

Resp id 

CRIM 

ART 

CODINC SCHEME 

Respondent identification 

Youth Crime Related? 
1 =  Yes 
2= No 
3= Partly 
J= Youth as Victim of Crime 
5= Youth as Offender and Youth as Victirn of Crime (not same 
youth) 

If yes, type of crimz: 
(See seperate iist for specifics) 

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Type of Article: 
(Sec senerate iist for soecifics) 

- - - 

Date of Newspaper 
day and month (e-g. 2005) 

Name of Newspaper: 
I = Toronto Star 
7= Toronto Sun 
3= Guelph Mercury 
4= The Record 

TotaI Number of Pages in Newspaper (e.g. 126) 

Section o f  Present ArticIe e 0 1) 

Page Number of Present Article (e-g. 005) 

Newshole Space - Width in Inches 
(Rounded to nearest 114 inch) 

NewshoIe Space - Lemth in Inches 
(Rounded to nearest 114 inch) 

Percentaze of Headline Soace for Total Article Size 

Percentage of Totai Page for Article (00= missing) 

Total Number of Articles on Page 
(e.g. 03= 3 articles) 

Total Number of Advertisements on Page 
( e . ~ .  04= 4 advertisernents) ~ 
Other articles on page youth related? 
1 =  Ycs 
2= No 



VARIABLE 
IDENTIFIER 

CRT 

CRTIDa 

CODING SCWEME 

If yes, ottier articles youth crime related? 
I = Yes 
2= No 
8= Not applicable because not youth related 

If yes to youth crime related. cross reference i.d. numbercs) 
(Roorn to include three youth crime related i-d. numbers) 
code 8's if not applicable. code 9's if missing 
4246 - cross reference article 1 
47-5 1 - cross reference article 7 
52-56 - cross reference article 2 

Other surrounding articles crime related? 
I= Yes 
7= No 

lfyes, type of crime: 
(Use same codes as genented for CRIM (co1.7-8 page 1 of codebook) 

BLANK 

BLANK 

Number of Anicles Police Occurrence 
(actual nurnber of articles: 88= no other articles crime related) 

Police Occurrence ldeology - Crime Control 
1= Yes 
Z= No 

Police Occurrence ldeolo~y - Justice 
I =  Yes 
1= No 

Police Occurrence Ideology - Wel frire 
I =  Yes 
2= No 

Police Occurrence Ideology - Community Change 
I =  Yes 
2= No I 

l 
Number of Articles Court Report 1 
(actual number of articles; 88= no other articles crime related) 

Court Report Ideology - Crime Control 
1= Yes 
7= No 

Court Report Ideology - Justice 
I =  Yes 
7= No 

Court Report ldeology - Welfare 
1 =  Yes 
3' No 



COLUMN 

17 

i8-I9 

30 

2 1 

23 

23 

74-2 j - 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30-3 1 

32 

33 

34 

VARIABLE 
IDENTIFIER 

Court Report Idcolog' - Cornmunity Changc 
1 =  Yes 
2= No 

SENT Number of Articles Sentencin~ 
(rictual number of articles; 88= no other articles crime rt.1ritt.d) 

Sentencing Ideology - Crime Control 
1= Yes 
2= No 

Sentencing Ideology - Justice 
I= Yes 
2= No 

Sentencing Ideology - Welfare 
l =  Yes 
2= No 

Sentencing. Ideology - Cornmunity Change 
I= Yes 
2= No 

VICT Number of Articles Victim Related 
(actual number of articles: 88= no other artides crime relatedl 

Victim Related Ideology - Crime Control 
1= Yes 
2= No 

Victim Related Ideology - Justice 
1= Yes 
2= No 

Victim Related Ideology - Welfare 
I =  Yes 
2= No 

Victim Related Ideology - Cornmunity Change 
I =  Yes 
2= No 

Other: Specify 1 
(actual number of articles: 88= no other articles crime related) 

- 

OTHR I IDa Other Ideology 1 - Crime Control 
1=Yes 
2= No 

OTHR 1 IDb Other Ideology 1 - Justice 
l =  Yes 
2= No 

Other Ideology 1 - Welfare 
1= Yes 

OTHRI IDc 



COLUMN 

35 

2 6-3 7 

38 

39 

40 

4 I 

42-45 

46-53 

46 
47 
4s 
49 
50 
5 1 
52 

53-57 

53 
54 
55 
56 
57 

VARIABLE 
IDENTIFIER 

OTHR I IDd 

O T H E  

CODING SCHEME 

Other Idcology I - Community Changc 
i =  Yes 
2- No 

Other: Specify 2 
(actual nurnber of articles: 88= no other articles crime relritcd) 

Other Ideology 3 - Crime Control 
I =  Yes 
2= No 

Other ideolo=y 3 - Justify 
l =  Yes 
2- No 

- .. 

Other Ideology 2 - Welfare 
1= Yes 
2= No 

Other Ideology 2 - Community Change 
I =  Yes 
2= No 

- - -  - 

Type of Advertising: 
(Space to code four types o f  advertisinç) 
O= no advertising 
I = retail food 
2= retail-large dept. Store 
3= retail computer office 
4= retail cars 
5= retail medium store 
6= retail small store 
7= other 
8= not applicable 
9= missing 
( e .g  if there were 2 ads, 1 food and 1 retail computer would code as: 
col 42=l, co143=3, co144,45=88) 

Youth Crime and Morality Play Themes: 
I = checked, 2= not checked 
Inappropriate care by responsible parents 
Living in P o v e w  
Lower class values. beliefs 
Irresponsibiiity of farniiy 
Sofi policies youth nihilistic 
Solution is law and order 
Other (keep separate list of themes presented) 

Decontextualitation of Crime: 
1 = checked, 2= not checked 
Problem rclated to dress. image 
Discussed in moral. cmotional ternis 
Young persons' background not crime 
Intervention with problem families, youtli 
Otlier (kecp separrite list of themes prcsci~tcd) 



VARIABLE 
IDENTIFIER 

QlOc 

- - -  

CODING SCFIEME 

Exception as Rule: 
1 = checked, 2= riot cliccked 
Rare, sensational events as carnnion 
Sçrious violent youth as conventional!"youth ncst door" 
Ordinariness of commun ity 
Other (keep separate list of themes presented) 

BLANK 

BLANK 

invocation of Experts: 
1 = checked, 2= not checked 
Expertise of professionrtls 
Attention dnvan to profiIe of p u t h  
Al1 youth potential threat 
Other (keep sepante list of  themes presented) 

Victimization of Discursive Mechanism: 
1 = checked, 3= not checked 
Victim presented evokes passion 
Victim enhances fear of youth 
Create empathy for criminal justice sistem 
Youth seen as victim of dangerous society 
Other (keep sepante l ist of thenies presen ted) 

Public Perception of Youth 
I = positive 
2= negative 
3= neutrauneither +/- 
8= not appIicable 
9= missing 

Public Fear of Youth 
1 = increase 
2= decrease 
3= stay same 
5= neutraiheither +/- 
8= not applicabie 
9= missing 

Proposed Solution to Youth Crime Panic 
1 = more intervention, stricter 
2= more community/social justice 
3= other 
4= both 
8= not applicable (not youth crime related or no solution proposed) 
9= missing 

Crime Control ldeology Presented 
I =  Yes 



CQDINC SCHEME 

Justicc ldeology Presented 
I =  YL's 
2= No 

Welfarc Ideology Presented 
l= Yes 
2= No 

Cornrnunity Change ideology Presented 
1= Yes 
2= No 

Predoni inant tdeology Presented: 
i = crime control 
2- justice 
3= welfare 
4= c o m m u n i ~  change 
5= no predominant ideology 
8= not applicable to this article 
9= missing 



TYPE OF CRIME: 

Assau 1 t 
Horn icide/Murdcr 
Slioplift ing 
Prostitution 
Estortion 
Rripe 
Sliooting 
Robbery 
Riot 
Sesual Assault 
M o  Iestation 
Stabbing 
Dmg ReIated Crime 
Attempted Murder 
Breakin2 and Entering (B 8: E) 
Death Threats 
Gang Violence 
Thefi 
Reckless Driving 
Arson 
CliiId Abuse (Neglect) 
Sesuai Abuse/Assault (RECODED TO 10) 
Four Odour 
Fnud 
Slay ing 
Car JackingTheft 
Manslaughter 
Armed Robbery 
Assisted Suicide 
AssauIt with a Deadly Weapon 
Hit and Run 
"Crime" in gsneral 
Misciiief 
Xumerous Crimes 
D.U. 1. (Drivin; Under the Influence) 
Recidivism 
Loitering 
Harassrnent 
Organized Crime 
Parole 
KidnappinsJAbduction 
Escape from Prison 
Assault on a Police Offker 
Immigration Related Crime 
Criminal NegIigence Causing Bodily Ham 
Suspected Terrorism 
Em beulenient 
Fornication 
Brcach of bail/probat ion, et cetera 
Possession of a Prohibited Weapon 
Tcrrorisrn 
Vandalism 
Ch ild Pomograpliy 
Dotnest ic Viotcncc 



"Young Ofindcrs Act" Rclatcd 
Public Nuisancç 
tlate Crime 
Underage Drinking 
Invasion of Privacy 
Suicide 
lndccent Exposure 
tlijackiny (es: bus) 
Pornopphy 
Incest 
Shooting by a Police Officer 
Threats 
(EMPTY) 
War Crimes 
"Ses Amang Teens" 
StaIking 
Trying to Escape Police 
Hostage Taking 
Crurlty to Animals 
(EMPTY) 
Bombing 
Prostitution (RECODED TO 04) 
Failure to Pay Child Support 
Cornputer Hackins 
Document Altering 
AIcohoiiDrug Abuse 
Pedophelia 
Incorne Tax Evaçion 
Paid Ses with a Minor (Prostiturion) 
Causin~ a Disturbance 
Fou1 Language (Verbal Assault) 
Trespassin; 
Professional Misconduct 
Not Applicable because No to } O i i r l ~  Crime Relored 
Missing 

TYPE OF ARTICLE: 

Police Occurrence 
Court Report 
Sentencin~ 
Victim Related 
Opinion Column 
Letter to EditorlDear AbbyITalk Back 
Investigative Report 
Comments 
EditoriaI 
Interview 
Special Report 
Public Apology 
Announcement 
Movie Review 
"Rcgdar" Article 
Cartoon 
tnquiry 
Public Civil Suit 
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SECTION OF PAPER: 

News 
Comrnenr/Editorial Section 
Lifesryle/Entertainment 
Section A (RECODED TO O 1 ) 
Sports 
Section D (The Record) 
Section F (The Record - Health'Births/Deahs 
The World 
Local News 
Business 
Special Section 
Travel 
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